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FOREWORD
This report describes the development and evaluation of an experimental program
for training HAWK Continuous Wave Radar Mechanics. The study was done by the
Human Resources Research Organization under Work Unit HAWKEYE, Sub-Unit I, A
Functional Context Course for Radar Technician Training. The research described and the
major portion of report preparation was performed while HumRRO was part of The
George Washington University.
The HAWKEYE research was conducted at HumRRO Division No. 5, Fort Bliss,
Texas. The study was performed under Dr. Robert D. Baldwin, Director of the Division.
Military support for the research was provided by the U.S. Army Air Defense School
and the U.S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit. The Military Chief of the Human
Research Unit was LTC Leo M. Blanchett, Jr. at the inception of the research effort, and
MAJ Alexander D. Bell at the time it was completed.
The HumRRO research team consisted of Dr. James P. Rogers (Work Unit Leader),
Mrs. Julia Harris (Research Scientist), Mr. Wiliam Kuza (Equipment Specialist), and Mr.
Wayne Burkett (Equipment Specialist). Dr. Albert L. Kubala, assisted by SP4 George
Nelson, U.S. Army, was responsible for the field follow-up portion of the study. Mr.
Dave Francis and Mr. R.C. Montgomery played major roles in the development of the
training devices. Dr. Rogers and Mrs. Harris terminated employment with HumRRO prior
to completion of reporting on the research. This report was prepared by the Staff of
HumRRO Division No. 5 and of the Office of the Director for Research Design and
Reporting; it is based upon information existing within research files and information
provided by technical people at Fort Bliss who were associated with the research.
The HumRRO team was augmented by two civilian staff members of the Air
Defense School, Mr. Walter Lee and Mr. Ernest Toaw, who participated as fulltime
members of the staff and prepared considerabie amounts of the training literature used in
the experimental course.
The continued support provided by Mr. Peter J. Baker, the Project Officer of the
Low Altitude Missile Department, U.S. Air Defce,,..., School, was a valuable factor in the
conduct of the research. Appreciation is also expressed to the many other individuals at
the School who contributed in great me-asure to this project. In particular, the support, of
the late COL Maxwell Kallman is acknowltdged. COL Kallman was successively the
Director of Instruction and the Deputy Assistant Comri.nndant of the School during the
earlier phases of this work. His high level of interest in training innovations was the
stimulus for the substantial support provided this study by the Air Defense School.
HumRRO reseawch for the Department of the Army is conducted under Contract
DAHC 19-70-C-0012, with training studit-s conducted under Army Project
2Q062107A712, Training, Motivation, Leadership Resear,,h.

Meredith P. Crawford
President
Human Resources h,esearzh Organization
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MILITARY PROBLEM
It is not unusual for a substantial number of students who enter electronics
maintenance courses to fail to complete their instruction. Although some students are
relieved for administrative reasons or illness, the major cause of attrition is academic
deficiency. While attrition in any course is expensive, in electronics maintenance courses
the development of practical techniques for reducing such losses would be particularly
desirable in order to improve personnel utilization and training efficiency in a military
activity of critical importance.
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH
Previous HumRRO research concerning functional context and procedure-oriented
training has indicated that attrition in electronics maintenance courses could be lessened
by reducing training emphasis on abstractions such as electronics theory, and concentrating instead on explicit, pre-developed, standardized procedures for troubleshooting. At
the request and with the cooperation of the U.S. Army Air Defense School (USAADS),
this study was undertaken to determine whether attrition could be reduced and adequate
performance obtained in complex radar maintenance courses developed by applying
'urictional context and procedure-oriented training concepts.
Allthe previous studies successfully applying procedure-oriented instruction included
use in the field of the special job aids presenting the procedures. In contrast, in this
study, while the procedures were to be developed and prepared in job aid form for use in
instruction, special job aids were not to be available for use by graduates in the field.
Thus, equipment analysis was to be directed toward producing a smaller number of
simpler procedures than is typical, and training was to be heavily directed towards
trainees learning and remembering the procedures, in ctuntrasL Lo emphasis on how to use
the job aids.
A supplementary objective would be an attempt to develop "how-to-do-it" guidance
documents that could be used in converting other technical training programs to the
procedure-oriented approach, should this approach prove to be promising.
METHOD
Personnel from USAADS worked with personnel from HumRRO to develop a
24-week training program for HiAWK Continuous Wave Radar maintenance men (MOS
23R) as a prototype for procedurc ariented maintenance instruction. This involved (a) the
specification, based on equipment analysis, of the complete procedures for doing the job,
and (b) the development of instruction to teach these procedures, including the development of symptomn-collection manuals-this material to be available to the student during
training but not available a%job aids in the field--and al other necessary training
literature and deobices. The experimental course was designed to be the same length as the
conventional course and to make comparable use of training facilities.
The resear-h staff trainedPersnne
ithpersnne
UAADSwored
frmprocedure-oriented
HmRROto eveopA
military frm
instructors
in the new
type of
instruction. These instructors, under research staff supervision, then taught an experimental class of 30 students who were typical of the input for this MOS. Instruction and
materials were revised on the basis of this experience, and the course was adinirnLtered to
a second experimental class; this experiment included a separate test of the proficiency of
METHO

the experimental students in troubleshooting with and without the use of the symptomcollection manual as a job aid.
Subsequently, a third class of students was managed and taught by the USAADS
without researcher participation; this experiment included the development by USAADS
personnel of procedures and instruction on an additional piece of equipment that had
been assigned to the MOS.
In each experiment, end-of-course job-sample proficiency tests (covering the major
maintenance activities of checks and adjustments, and troubleshooting) were administered
to both the experimental classes and to control classes that were conventionally trained
at approximately the same time. These tests were used in each of the three experiments
to establish a pass-fail criterion for the new instruction being given the experimental
group, on the basis of the performance by the graduates from the control group. During
the tests, the experimental students were not permitted to use their training manuals
(except in the separate test in the second experiment, obtaining data on performance
with these manuals used as job aids); both experimental and conventional students used
the Department of the Army Technical Manuals (DA TMs) that list procedures for
checks and adjustments along with technical information on the equipment. The performance and attrition of the experimental classes were compared, in each case, both with
their control classes and with the record of all conventionally trained classes during the
academic fis.coll year of the particular experimental class.
To oi: -•jn follow-up information on the performance in the field of the experimentally trained personnel, approximately one year after graduation a questionnaire
survey was made of the graduates of the first experimental class and their conventional
counterparts. The battery commander and technical supervisor of each man who had
been assigned to an overseas tactical unit were asked to work together in evaluation
aspects of his technical proficiency.
RESULTS
Attrition Levels
One student from the first experimental class was failed because he did not meet the
minimum performance standards specified. This represented an attrition of 3.3%
compared with an average of 26% in the nine conventional classes for this MOS during
the immediately preceding fiscal year (1965).
In the second experimental class all students met the performance standards. However, attrition for conventional classes during that fiscal year (1966) averaged only 5.1%,
and two of the eight conventional classes that year also had no attrition. In the third
experimental class, in which the training was completely managed by USAADS, four of
the 29 students failed the training program, producing an attrition level of 14% compared
with an average of 31.6% for the 10 conventional classes graduating in FY 1967.
Proficiency Levels
In job-sample proficiency tests at the end of training, in all three comparisons the
average proficiency of the experimental students equalled or exceeded the average
performance levels of the conventional students.
Supplementary analyses suggested that the higher proficiency levels of the experi.
mentally trained students were most evident on those malfunctions that were more
difficult for the conventionally trained graduates.
•VI

F0,
The results of the additional test in, which experimental students used their
symptom-collection manuals as job aids showed that their performance was substantially
better with the special manuals; their troubleshooting proficiency was greatly enhanced
on the most difficult malfunctions. Results of this test were of especial interest in view
of the fact that the proficiency of the experimental students, even when tested without
the manual as a job aid, had been equal to or better than that of the conventionally
traiiied men.
Field Performance Ratings
In the field follow-up survey of graduates of the first experimental class and their
conventional counterparts who had been assigned to overseas tactical units, analyses of
the proficiency ratings given the graduates by their supervisors did not reveal any
differences between the on-the-job performance levels of the two groups.
CONCLUSIONS
The major objective of the study was to develop a prototype training program that
was both efficient, in terms of being characterized by low student attrition, and effective,
in terms of the proficiency levels of the graduates. The results of the three exper-iment-al
applications indicated that the study did achieve this objective. The degrL-e of success
experienced by USAADS when it had sole responsibility for management of the third
class was particularly significant.
Although competent technicians and research personnel were able to develop a
successful prototype course, they did not succeed in specifying generalized methods that
technicni schools could successfully employ for accomplishing the electronic systems task
analyses. The crux of the developmental problem lies in the systematic analyses of the
equipmient and procedures that must be made in order to explicitly state--especially in
learnable and rememberable form-the troubleshooting symptom -collection and signaltracing procedures that constitute most ot the procedure-oriented technical training. Since
complex military electronics systems possess a large number of unique design characteristics, no single model for developing complete troubleshooting procedures can be
-Applied.
The results also suggest that it is an inefficient use of students' and schools' time
and i-esources to require students to memorize troubleshooting procedures for complex
equipment. A more efficient and effective approach would involve using manuals containing COMplete, accurate troubleshooting procedures for both overall symptom -collec-tion
and detailed signal tritcing, as job aids in schools and on the job.'
The types and amounts of specialized personnel resources required to develop such
manuals for all technical training programs are typically not available in service schools,
However, it is likely that electronics equipme'nt manufacturers would develop such
resources if a military need for such manuals were stated as a part of system development
requirement.
'At the time the final draft of this rreport was prepared, the U.S. Army Materiel C-ommand had
concurred in a proposal by the U.S. Army Air Defense School that symptom -collection 1*rvi.wdures be
included in the organizationul maintenance manuals for the complete Hawk system- In addition, tho J.S
Army Air Defense School had rrctived USCONARC approval to conduct abbrevirtcpd programs or

instruction for enitry-lev-el (o fir-st wrnbatmrent) students for all of the Hawk mainitnance MO~s, Thes
non-theory courses evolve-d from the HAWKEYE experinewntal program and make extensive use of the
traý-ina aids. devices. and texts developed during this re~seam and developm" t.
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Chapter 1

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
THE PROBLEM
During the 1963-1965 fiscal years, a number of Army service schools were
experiencing high student failure rates in electronics training programs (1). Information
gathered in Exploratory Study 32, which was conducted by HiumRRO in FY 1964,
suggested that this rising attrition was due in part to a decline in average student
aptitudes during the previous 10 years and to an increase in the number of students
lacking motivation for learning technical subject matter.
It is usual practice in military service schools, as well as civilian technical schools, to
require students to satisfactorily complete a prerequisite course dealing with electrical and
electronic fundamentals before they begin instruction concerning the maintenance of
more complex electronic equipment. Because these basic subcourses emphasize the learning of abstract concepts, definitions, rules, and relationships, their difficulty level usually
is high. Consequently, such courses may have high failure rates, particularly among
students who are not, at the outset, well motivated to acquire this type of knowledge.
All students must meet minimum intelligence and special aptitude requirements for
admittance to electronics training programs in the military service. From time to time,
the Army service schools are faced with the fact that the military need for electronics
technicians frequently exceeds the number of men who volunteer for such training. When
this situation arises, a relatively high proportion of the student input may consist of men
who have not volunteered for electronics training-that is, enlisted personnel who are
assigned to this training because they satisfy the aptitude requirements, but who may not
have any desire to acquire such knowledge and skills. These men are likely to have
trouble learning the inherently difficult abstract concepts in conventional courses, especially so because the utility of such abstractions for practical application to maintenance
is often unclear to the student studying the prerequisite, basic electronics portion of a
maintenance training course.
Approaches to performing maintenance, and approaches to training maintenance
technicians that would lessen the difficulty of learning and, consequently, lower the
attrition rates, may offer promise for solving these problems.
BACKGROUND
A number of new approaches to electronics maintenance and training for electronics
maintenance have evolved during the past decade or so. These new approaches, although
differing in many respects from one arother, share to at least some degree certain
common elements. These elements have the effect of both moderating the degree or
amount of emphasis on abstract content in a maintenance course and increasing the
orientation to direct utility of all training content for actual maintenance job performance. These common elements derive from the implicit or explicit view that troubleshooting (by far the major training and job performance aspect of electronics
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maintenance) is best performed by carrying out a series of particular procedures that
effectively and efficiently isolate the defective part or parts in a complex electronics
system.
The common elements for the several approaches are:
(1) Equipment analysis by experts to devise particular troubleshooting procedures for the equipment. This is in contrast to the conventional approach of attempting
to provide the maintenance technician with skills and knowledges and general information
(e.g., schematics) from which he develops a strategy (Le., set of procedures) for each
maintenance job.
(2) Job aids presenting the procedures derived from equipment analysis for use
Rnaintenance student and technician. This is in contrast to the conventional
by •'O
approach of providing only the basic general information on the electronics of a system.
(3) Training emphasis on using and learning the procedures and j3b aids in
training, with training focus on practical exercises. This is in contrast to preliminary sole
concentration on the purely abstract concepts, definitions, rules, and relationships typifying basic electronics prerequisite portions of conventional maintenance courses.
The precise distinctions among the new approaches to electronics maintenance
sharing the above common elements are not easy to discern. Each has been dev•eloped for
one or more particular electronics systems, and it is not clear what portion of their
particular characteristics derives from the equipment used and what is intrinsic to that
approach to electronics maintenance. In addition, there are many differences in termi.
nology and emphasis used in describing the several approaches that may tend to suggest
wider differences than, in fact, exist.
For purposes of providing general background, the term "Functional Context
Training" is used in this report in a general way, to characterize the major, "big" features
of the approach to electronics maintenance training; the term "Procedure-Oriented
Training" or proceduralized troubleshooting will be used to characterize more specifically
aspects of what was done to develop the HAWKEYE experimental course.
Functional Context Training
Under previous HumRRO Work Units REPAIR and LIMIT, an approach to teaching
was developed which appeared to stimulate students to higher levels of achievement (2, 3,
4). This approach, which became known as "Functional Context Training" (FCT), is
based upon a hypothesis that students learn best and remember more when they can see
a real need for the facts they are learning, and when they have a meaningful framework
in which to organize these facts.
A discussion of Functional Context Training which compares the method with
conventional approaches to technical instruction has been provided by Shoemaker (4).
According to this analysis, conventional training in electronics usually involves a partto-whole or deductive approach to learning; that is, instruction concerning basic principles
of electricity and electronics precedes training on intact equipment. Frequently the
part-to-whole sequence of instruction parallels the building up of a radio set, beginning
with single circuits which are combined into progressively more complex assemblies.
pnclTraining on maintenance techniques and knowledges follows instruction concerning

principles and component functioning.
This deductive approach, which has traditionally been employed in both military
and civilian schools, is regarded as having several shortcomings:
(1) The student frequently is not provided with a meaningful, job-oriented
context for the learning of abstract material. In conventional training programs, novel
concepts may be defined or explained by recourse to even more general or abstract levels
of analysis, such as explaining current flow in terms of the movement of free electrons in
a conductor.
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(2) Abstract and unfamiliar concepts, when taught out of the maintenance
context, are not stimulating to many students, and the result is low motivation for
learning. This characteristic is especially critical for those students who have not volunteered for such training.
(3) Students are supposed to remember difficult basic electronics concepts
until some later period in the course when they are to be applied. The resul6 is that
instructors who subsequently give maintenance training often have to repeat instrucion
on basics in the context of learning maintenance skills.
(4) The procedures involved in actual maintenance work use a whole-to-part
approach, in which detailed circuit analysis and piece-part (or component) testing is not
begun until the trouble has been localized by progressive sectioralization to a few
possible alternative malfunctioning components. Initial training emphasis on a part-towhole approach which involves analysis of component functioning may result in later
attempts ly the technician to engage in premature circuit analysis before sectionalization
has beer. accomplished.
In contrast to the conventional training sequence, Shoemaker describes the FCT
method as an inductive or whole-to-part approach. Two major characteristics distinguish
this approach from the conventional one:
(1) A meaningful job-oriented context is established for the student at the
outset of training. Students begin by learning how to energize and operate equipment and
to perform the more simple and routine checks and adjustments which require little
theoretical background.
(2) In the sequencing of subsequent topics, concepts and principles are taught
as they are needed in the context of learning maintenance skills and knowledge. For
example, the concepts of voltage and current may be taught in the context of learning
how to use test equipment to measure such phenomena. In some conventional electronics
courses, the electrical properties of voltage, current (electron flow), and resistance are
taught following prefatory instruction concerning the atomic structure of matter. In
contrast, in an FCT course these electrical properties might be taught as those properties
that are measured by various types of electrical test equipment-that is, voltage is what
a voltmeter indicates!
Proceduralized Troubleshooting and Training
Concurrent with studies concerning improved approaches to training in general,
considerable research has been done that can be viewed as a version of these general
training concepts as applied to training for troubleshooting an electronics system. These
procedure-oriented approaches-that is, approaches in which specific procedures for
accomplishing all or part of the troubleshooting process on an electronics system are
developed and provided in job aids presenting them in systematic form-are reflected in
HumRRO Work Units MAINTRAIN (5), FORECAST (6), NICORD (7), and
JOBTRAIN,' in addition to the work done by military and industrial organizations.
Ten new concepts--describing work by both HumRRO and others-for electronics
maintenance are summarized by Shriver in HumRRO TR 66-23 (8). As has been
indicated in this report, by providing the symptom-collection and sectionalization
procedures in job aids such as manuals, the requirement that an electronics technician
develop such procedures himself is virtually eliminated or substantially reduced (the
degree depending on the extent to which the job aid contains the complete set of explicit
procedures for progressing from fault indications to defective components or piece-parts).
'See "JOBTRAIN" in Section II, HumRRO TR 66-23 (8); a HumnRRO report based on this work

is in preparation.
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If the symptom collection and sectionalizing strategies aie provided to the technician
in the form of job aids, the need for heavy emphasis on electronics theory during training
is greatly reduced. It follows that if the training given is concerned with practice in using
these job aids, the training time may also be substantially reduced.
However, such reduction would be contingent upon having the explicit job procedures for performing troubleshooting provided the technician, in a job aid, after he leaves
school; if he will not have such a job aid, then it does not necessarily follow that training
time can be saved. Indeed, the requirement for student technicians to memorize sets of
specific troubleshooting procedures while in school might result in a need for longer
programs of instruction than are characteristic of conventional training.
In summary, previous research on electronics maintenance, applying Functional
Context and Procedure-Oriented concepts, offered a promising solution to the problem of
reducing the difficulty of technical training and increasing the proportion of students
who learn to perform at a satisfactory level. The accumulated evidence indicates that
procedure-oriented training together with procedure-oriented job aids (usually in the form.
of special manuals) not only reduce training difficulty and time, but also result in
increased job proficiency.
The approach and problem in Work Unit HAWKEYE differ from previous
experience along these lines in two ways. First, very little has occurred in the way of
research experience in applying procedure-oriented approach to long training programs on
complex electronics equipment. Second, for this research, it was not possible to arrange
that the special job aids (presenting the specific troubleshooting procedures) would be
available for use in the field by graduates of the course. Consequently, and in contrast to
earlier applications of procedure-oriented training, procedures had to be "condensed",
that is, devised to be comparatively few in number and with comparatively few steps for
each; at the same time, training was oriented to students not only learning how to use
the job aids but especially to their remembering the details of the procedure for use both
at the end of training and in subsequent job performance in the field, without the use of
job aids.

OBJECTIVES AND PLAN OF STUDY
The impetus for this study was a request from the U.S. Army Air Defense School
(USAADS), which was experiencing high attrition rates in a number of its technical
training programs, to develop a prototype program of instruction for radar technicians
which would reduce attrition rates markedly without a concomitant reduction in proficiency. The HAWK Continuous Wave Radar Maintenance Mechanic (MOS 23R) was the
course used in the research.
From the research perspective this Work Unit may be viewed as using the development effort as a vehicle to also serve a more general purpose-evaluation of procedureoriented training as an approach to long electronics maintenance courses, especially the
effectiveness of such a course when the special job aids normally associated with them
are available only for instruction and not for job performance. Thus, Work Unit
HAWKEYE was undertaken to approach three research objectives:
(1) A prototype of a course for MOS 23R would be developed, to reduce
attrition and attain at least the end-of-course proficiency levels of conventional courses,
and to be practical for adaptation to be the standard course for MOS 23R.
(2) Should the first objective be achievcd, the prototype course (or that
adapted from it as a standard course) would serve as a model for development of similar
courses for other electronics maintenance MOSs.
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(3) Should the first objective be achieved, "how-to-do-it" guidance documents
which would aid subsequent efforts by schools to develop similar courses for other MOSs
would be developed.
Deriving from the objectives of the study, the major ingredients of evaluation
involve comparing attrition rates and proficiency levels for the conventional and experimental course. However, since the two courses differed markedly in instructional content
and sequencing, achievement tests during training could not be made comparable between
the two to serve as a common basis for evaluation (and attrition). Further, since the
HAWKEYE achievement tests were new, there was no experience base that would permit
prediction of eventual proficiency for the experimental students.
As a solution to the lack of a common standard during training, the HAWKEYE
course was conducted under a "no turn-back" policy. Graduation (and hence attrition
rate) Wabi determined after training was completed and on the basis of proficiency testing.
The HAWKEYE "no turn-back" policy and end-of-course performance criterion for
graduation represent, in part, application of results of RADAR IX (9) research, in which
it was found that many of the students who would have failed because of academic
deficiencies early in a maintenance course were eligible to graduate on an overall
academic-performance basis by the end of course.
The comparison of attrition rates between conventional and HAWKEYE students is
best understood as comparative evaluation of the compound of training-student evaluation systems with respect to attrition rates, and with the requirement that job performance capabilities of graduates of the two systems be comparable. This approach requited
that end-of-course proficiency data on a performance test be gathered for both
conventional and HAWKEYE students and that the pass-fail performance scores applied
to determine graduation for HAWKEYE students be based on proficiency of conventional
graduates.
The HAWKEYE research effort included the following phases:
(1) Development of procedures and other training course content, and preparation of procedure-oriented training literature (described in Chapters 2 and 3).
(2) The first administration of the experimental course, and comparison with
conventionally trained students (Chapter 4).
(3) Revision of the course and training materials on the basis of experience in
the first class, and a second course administration and evaluation that included a separate
study of experimental students' end-of-course proficiency with and without using the
proceduralized job aids (Chapter 5).
(4) A third administration of the course under the supervision of the Air
Defense School, including USAADS development of procedures and training materials for
an additional piece of equipment (Chapter 6).
(5) A follow-up study, using a questionnaire survey, of performance in the
field of graduates of the first experimental course (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2

COURSE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTENT
SPECIFICATIONS FOR COURSE DESIGN
To ensure that the characteristics of the experimental course would make it practical
for USAADS use if it proved successful, the School and the research staff mutually
established several specifications for the course. It was to be comparable with the existing
"conventional" training program in the following respects:
(1) The total length of the programs of instruction (24 weeks) would be the
same.'
(2) The requirements for radar equipment and time in the radar laboratories
would be the same.
(3) The student-instructor ratio would be approximately equal.
(4) The quality of the instructors used would be representative of instructors
at the Air Defense School.
(5) Any training devices employed in the experimental program would be
reasonable in cost.
(6) Using existing Department of the Army Technical Manuals (DA TMs),
graduates would be able to perform job duties as well as conventionally
trained personnel; that is, the experimentally trained graduates would have
to be able to perform satisfactorily without new or revised job aids.

OVERALL COURSE OBJECTIVES
Since the experimental course was to be evaluated by comparison with conventional
instruction for this military occupational specialty (MOS 23R), it was essential that the
overall objectives for the experimental course be the same as those for the conventional
course. In the broadest sense, the general objective of instruction for this MOS is that
graduates should be able to perform second echelon maintenance on the two HAWK
radars for which they are responsible-the Continuous Wave Acquisition Radar (CWAR)
and the High Power Illuminator Radar (HPIR).
During discussions between USAADS and HumRRO personnel, it became evident
that the more specific objectives of the conventional course could be divided into two
types-those related to clear, measurable end-of-course performance requirements, and
those related to aspects of the job that could not be economically measured in performance terms at the end of the course.
The course objectives relating to measurable end-of-course performance were divided
into three areas. First, the graduate was to be able to perform correctly all the checks
'The conventional course for MOS 23R is divided into three major segments: nine weeks on basic
electronics, not uniquely related to the MOB; six weeks or. the CWAR; nine weeks on the HPIR. With
few exceptions, four hours of each day nre spent in the conference sessions arnd four hours working on
the equipment in the laboratory.
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and adjustments specified in appropriate DA TMs, following procedures given in those
manuals. Second, the graduate was to be able to isolate any malfunction-that is, to
troubleshoot-to the smallest unit that he is authorized to replace, or to the smallest unit
to which the malfunction can be isolated using the tools, test equipment, spare parts, and
job aids normally provided on the job. ThLrd, the graduate was to be able to repair any
malfunction that can be repaired using the tools, test equipment, ard spare parts available
on the job.
Since there is wide variation in the time required by experienced maintenance
personnel to perform each of the tasks involved in the above objectives, and since there
was no general agreement as to the time each task should require, no attempt was made
to specify piecise time limits for each task. Rather, it was agreed that graduates should
be able to perform each task within some "reasonable" time.
A small proportion (about 5%) of the content of the conventional course was
concerned with varied topics that could not be measured in end-of-course performance
(e.g., the HAWK maintenance concept, rigging for helicopter transportation, electronic
countermeasures, probable enemy air threat). Since it was obvious that some familiarity
with these subjects was desirable, it was decided that the experimental course training
devoted to these subjects would be identical with that in the conventional course, and
that these topics would not be included in the content of the end-of-course proficiency
test.

DETERMINING GRADUATION STANDARDS
In conventional instruction, graduation is based upon scores obtained on a number
of written and performance tests administered during the course. These same tests could
not be used for determining graduation in the experimental course for two reasons:
(a) information would not be presented in the same sequence in the experimental course
as in the conventional course, and (b) written examinations used in the conventional
course are concerned primarily with facts and theory, rather than with performance.
Stating the problem somewhat differently, the conventional examinations could not
be used for the experimental class because the detailed learning objectives for each week
of instruction would not be the same for the two courses; more importantly, the
approaches to evaluation of students in the two courses are from different perspectivesacademic achievement in the conventional course and job proficiency capability in
HAWKEYE.
Since the end-of-course objectives of the experimental course were the same as those
of the conventional course, the Air Defense School agreed to base graduation for the
experimental classes on an end-of-course test. A test was constructed to measure performance on the two major aspects of the job-performance of periodic checks and adjustments. and troubleshooting.
Because the primary purpose of the experimental course was to reduce attrition
without lowering proficiency standards, the USAADS agreed that any student in the
experimental class would be permitted to graduate if he could perform on the end-ofcourse test as well as any graduate of thp conventional course. Instruction for the
experimental classes was therefore given under a "no turn-back" policy. That is, all
entering students were retained in the course, and no students were dropped or recycled
for academic or motivational deficiencies.
The final step in determining standards was the administration of the test to
conventionally trained graduates to determine a reasonable pass-fail cutoff. It was essential that the test be administered to enough graduates to ensure that the results obtained
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would be typical of the performance that might be expected if it were possible to test all
conventionally trained graduates, and to ensure that an artificially low pass-fail score
would not be obtained as a result of one atypical graduate. The experimental students, in
order to graduate, had to match the lowest scores obtained by the control groups.
It is of some significance to note that two systems for determining academic
attrition were involved in the comparison of academic attrition levels. In the case of
conventionally trained students, attrition is determined by their performance levels on
achievement tests administered during training. For the experimental students, attrition
was determined by end-of-training proficiency, which normally is not evaluated in
conventional courses.
TASK ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION OF TRAINING MATERIALS
Genral Approach
In considering the development of training programs, it is often assumed that task
analysis, specification of training objectives, and preparation of training materials are
three separate and distinct activities. That is, the task analysis is completed and is then
used as a basis for specifying training objectives, which are in turn used as a basis for
planning the training itself, as well as for other purposes.
Under some conditions, this approach has definite advantages. If each of these three
activities is to be performed by different people, it is necessary that the results of each
step be transmitted, often in written form, to the person or persons responsible for the
next step. Moreover, the availability of a written report on the results of each step may
make it possible for other persons to review each step and evaluate its adequacy.
However, there are some tasks that can be performed in many different ways, which
often present very different training problems. In discussing the development of techniques for developing plans (i.e., procedures), Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (10) have
pointed out the physical impossibility of specifying all possible means of performing a
task, and have emphasized the fact that people are seldom able to follow any systematic
approach in choosing among alternatives. The only practical means of specifying procedures for performing such tasks is to select one possible approach on the basis of
"experience." "intuition," e" whatever is applicable, to try that approach to see whether
it will work, and to continue to select and try others until an acceptable approach is
found.
In the present experiment, the major problem was to develop learnable and
recallable procedures for performing the tasks of the maintenance job, since special
manuals of procedures for , -rforming the troubleshooting aspects of the maintenance job
were not authorized for field use. Thus, the acceptability of any given procedure for
performing any of the requisite ttsks could not be evaluated until an attempt was made
to specify the training that wouid be required to teach that procedure. If it was found
that the particular procedure specified would require too much training, it was necessary
to return to the task analysis and try to find a simpler procedure for performing the tz.sk.
Thus, it was impossible to say that the task analysis had been completed until the
training materials themselves were completed, at least in draft form.
This requirement for frequentl:? recycling from the preparation of training materials
back to task analysis was of major importar'e in planning the work. Of course, the ideal
solution would have been simply to assign total resnsibility for a single task to one
pernon, to have that one individual perform all steps in the development of training for
that particular task. Thi' approach was followed for some tasks, with success.
Some tasks, however, were so long andlor complex that this approach would have
taken a prohibitive amount of time. More importantly, it was impossible to find
10
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individuals with enough technical knowledge in all aspects required in developing training
programs. The persons who had the technical knowledge about the CWAR and HPIR that
was required to develop effective procedures for troubleshooting were not the same ones
who knew most about the planning and training. This necessitated the use of a team
approach, in which two or more persons worked together to develop tiaining materials
for a particular task, with each person assuming primary responsibility for certain phases
of the work.
The specific objective for any one portion of the experimental course was the set of
procedures the student was to learn during that portion of the course. The analysis
activities directed toward developing correct and learnable procedures are summarized in
the following paragraphs.
Checks and Adjustments. The procedures for performing all of the periodic
checks and adjustments are contained in DA TMs available on the job. One equipment
specialist assigied to the research staff studied the procedures given in the TMs and wrote
more detailed instructions wherever he believed the linguistic complexity of the descriptions of the TM procedures might be confusing to students. Both the TM procedures and
their "translations" were presented in adjoining columns in a manual ior use by the
students during training.
Repair of Malfunctions. Although repair of malfunctions (e.g., chassis replacement, soldering components) is an essential part of maintenance, no detailed task analysis
of repair activities was required. Only a small portion of the conventional course is
devoted to instruction in repair skills, and observations ny the research staff had
indicated that this material is usually learned effectively and efficiently by students in
conventional classes.
Troubleshooting Procedures. In discussing the problems of learning and
remembering. Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (LO) suggest that the real problem in learning
is not the learning per se but the recall of learned material. Essentially, the problem is
not one of learning facts, but of recalling the right fact at the right time. The time and
effort that go into a learning task are devoýed to ensuring that there will be some way to
get access to the particular fact when it is needed. Bruner (11, p. 31) is expressing
essentially the same position when he states that the only known way of reducing the
quick rate of loss of human memory is to organize facts in terms of principles and ideas
from which the facts may be inferred.
The above discussion suggests that the fundamental problem in getting stude;-ts to
learn and remember troubleshooting procedurez is the prohierm of organizing these
procedures so that they can be remembered. That is, the procedures niust be organized
around some general principles and ideas !rom which specific procedures ý-an be interred.
Tho development (or discovery) of appropriate principles and ideas and the organization
oi troubleshooting procedures around these principles and ideas was the major challenge
in the present study.
Troubleshooting Procedures
hwTroubleshooting task analyses performed in previotus lfumRRO research suggested
Show this might be accomplhshed (5, 6, 12. 13). The troublveshooting of any
malfunction--that is, any one series of che•ks--can he divided into three portions
according to the test equipment and information used:
(1) Symptomn colection. The first few steps in troubleshooting any
malfunction require the te-chnician to use built-in indicators and controls to partially
isolate the malfunction. During this portion of troubleshooting, which s called "symptom
collection." the technician is concerned not with individual malfunctions, but with sets or
groups of malfunctions that present the same indicatirons on the built-in indicators. Each

of these sets of malfunctions, which may be called "symptom areas," may contain several
dozen, or even several hundred, individual malfunctions. Thus during symptom collection,
the technician is concerned with a large number of symptom areas in each radar, each
with its own series of checks, rather than with the myriad of individual malfunctions and
series of checks.
(2) Signal tracing. After symptom collection has been completed, the technician, using portable test equipment, begins to isolate within a single symptom area. This
process is called "signal tracing," and involves a different series of checks for ePc h of the
symptom areas in each radar.
(3) Troubleshooting within a stage. After signal tracing has been completed,
the technician has usually isolated the malfunction to one or two stages. That is, he has
identified the malfunction as being in one or two vacuum tubes (or transistors) and the
five to 20 other piece parts (resistors, capacitors, etc.) associated with these tubes. At this
point, he should begin "troubleshooting within a stage," systematically checking each of
the piece parts within the stage to determine which one is defective.
Dividing troubleshooting into three major portions provides a structure in which to
attempt to reduce the problem of preparing and/or learning procedures for troubleshooting. Without this division, the technician would be concerned with literally
thousands of possible checks (procedures)--each involving perhaps 15 steps. When this
division is made, he is concerned with perhaps several hundred procedures each for
symptom collection, signal tracing, and troubleshooting w;thin a stage. Since the scope of
each procedure is more limited, it will have a better chance of involving perhaps five
steps, rather tb-.. 15.
Since even this amount still poses a very difficult learning task for most people, it
then becomes necessary to analyze these different procedures in order to find common
portions so that further reduction in the learning load might become pIossible.
Since many cf the CWAR procedures were similar, it appeared that some combination might be feasible, producing procedures that were effective if not optimally efficient.
The process was essentially one of trial and error, but several guidelines were used:
First, any combined procedure must be as effective as the individual procedures
for finding any malfunction; that is, two or more procedures could not be combined Ui
the combined procedure would mislead the technician and cause him to be unable to find
some malfunctions.
Second, procedures should involve no more than five to seven steps, if at all
possible, since increasing the number of steps makes procedures much more difficult to
learn.
Third, the combined proced're must be nearly as efficient as the individual
procedure-in general, use of the combined procedure should not aed more than two to
five minutes to thr time required for troubleshooting.
CWAR Symptom Collection. In the attempt to deveiop combirned procedures for
symptom collection, it was found that, in order to be sufficiently complete to replace
more than two or three individual procedures, a combined procedure almost invariably
included too many steps to be easy to learn.
In the CWAR, this problem was eventually solved by dividing symptom%
collection into three parts: (a) Isolation to a Subsystem, (b) General Symptom Collection
Within a Subsystem, and (c) Detailed Symptom Collection. Isolation to a Subsystem
involved a single five-step procedure, and resulted in isolation of any malfunction to one
of the major subsystems in the radar-Power Fnd Control Circuits, Transmitter, Receiver,
Antenna Positioning System, and Display System. For each of these subsystems, a single
procedure was developed for isolating malfunctions to one of approximately five portions
of the subsystem. Finally, for each portion of a subsystem, there was a procedure for
isolating malfunctons as far as it is practicable in symptom collection.
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Thus, by dividing symptom collection within the CWAR into three porticos,
and using combined procedures, the number of procedures was reduced to 31. Althougeeach of these procedures was le•s than optimally efficient, it was believed that the
reduction in the number that had to be learned more than outweighed the slight loss in
efficiency of symptom collection. The development of the final process was, however, a
time-consuming operation; approximately 50 man-months were required to develop or
discover procedures of the type described.
HPIR Symptom Collection. The amount of time consumed in developing the
CWAR procedures was not available for development of procedures for the HPIR
instruction for the first experimental comparison, so a less painstaking approach was
used. Although an attempt was made to follow the same guidelines in developing HPIR
symptom- Lollection procedures, it was necessary to apply them less rigidly. Thus the
procedure developed for isolating malfunctions to a subsystem involved 18 steps, rather
than the more preferable five to seven.
Signal Tracing Procedures. Examination of the procedures for signal tracing within
each of the symptom areas showed that the large number of individual procedures
required could be reduced with little loss of efficiency. Most measurements should be
made at the grid o, each tube, but this is not true for all cases. For example, in the case
of a transistor amplifier, consisting of three to four transistors in series, it was found that
checking the amplifier input and the output was as effective as checking the outpu•ts of
the ind'vidual transistors.
Troubleshooting Within a Stage. A single procedure was developed for use in
troubleshooting within any stage, replacing 400 to 500 different procedures for individual
malfunctions. Although this procedure may have been less than optimally efficient,
experienced maintenance personnel (USAADS instructors with field experience in MOS
23R) found that they could actually troubleshoot faster and more accurately using this
one procedure than by using their own procedures for each malfunction.
Use of Common Test Equipment. In troubleshooting, it is frequently necessary for
the technician to make measurements with portable test equipment. Three multimeters
and two oscilloscopes are used by MOS 23R on the job, and one additional oscilloscope
is used during training (because of the shortage of appropriate oscilloscopes at USAADS).
During previous research projects, detailed procedures for using two of the multimeters
and one of the oscilloscopes had been developed. 2 These procedures were used as models
in performing task analyses and developing procedures for using the remaining multimeter
and one of the two remaining oscilloscopes. Because of lack of time, detailed procedures
were not developed for using the third oscilloscope, which is available on the job but
seldom used during training.

PRINCIPLES OF SEQUENCING
Practical Considerations. One factor in detmining the sequencing of instruction was
the time available for developing the course; instruction was scheduled to begin in 10
months. It was clear that the staff would not have time to develop the entire 859-hour
course and train the instructors in that period. The course was therefore divided into two
subcourses: a 15-week subcourse on the CWAR and a 9-week subcourse on the HPIR.
Although the HPIR is a larger and more complicated radar, more time was allocated to
'Julia S. Harrs and Harold E. Qhristernn. "Procedural Analysis for the 1W of•"
re. Plcm of
Test Equipment: 08-8 C/V Orcilloscope. TS-505 A/U VTVM and TS-352 A/U Multimetr." HumRRO
Division No. 5. August 1962; Julia S. Harris, James P. Rogers. and David H. Francis. "Procedures for
Using AN/USM-24C Oscillopope." draft prototype manual, HumRRO Division No. 5. January 1965.
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the CWAR subcourse to cover instruction on terminology, use of test equipment, reading
of schematic diagrams, and other aspects common to both radars. This division of the
course permitted the research staff to concentrate on completing the CWAR subcourse,
with the assurance that some additional time would be available for completing the HPIR
subcourse after instruction on the CWAR had begun.
Another factor affecting the sequencing of instruction was the availability of
laboratory facilities, practicularly radar laboratories. Only 122 hours of CWAR radar
laboratory time were available although the CWAR subcourse was to involve a total of
513 hours of instruction. There was, however, a total of 104 hours during which
other-Basic Electronics (BE)-laboratory facilities could be used for instruction that did
not require radars. To make efficient use of facilities, the initial training on the use of
common items of t-st equipment (e.g., multimeters) was presented in the BE laboratory
rather than in the radar laboratory.
The laboratory facilities available for use by the experimental class were also
used by other classes undergoing conventional instruction. Instruction in these conventional claqses is normally scheduled in four-hour blocks, with each class spending four
hovtrs each day in the laboratory and four hours in the conference room. Thus, it was
considered to be highly desirable that instruction in the experimental course be planned
in four-hour blocks, with laboratory and conference instruction alternating. (This alternation is not followed rigidly in the conventional courses, and some flexibility was
permitted in the experimental course.)
Massed and Distributed Practice. As was stated earlier, the primary goal of the
experimental training was to have the students learn and remember sets of prescribed
procedures for troubleshooting. Each procedure for isolating a malfunction to a symptom
area may be considered as a fixed sequence or list of equipment checks. Since the
students had to remember a large number of such sequences, the training had to be
designed to minimize interference in the learning of similar sequences.
Research in the field of verbal learning has shown that the learning and
retention of lists is facilitated if (a) each list is practiced to a high level of mastery and
(b) practice on successive lists is distributed over time (14). These principles were applied
in the design of the cxperimental training. Siice both laboratory and conference instruction were usually scheduled each day, it was sometimes necessary to provide laboratory
practice in learnir.g a procedure and to follow this instruction with oral practice on the
same procedure during the four-hour conference period. Usually, however, the administrative requirement for four-hour blocks of laboratory and conference instruction each
day dictated that no Ynore than four hours be devoted to training on a particular task
each day.
It should be noted that provision of an "optimum ' schedule for distribution of
pructice would be less critical if the student were not required to attempt to memorize
all the procedures during training. Such a memorization burden would be substantially
reduced iHa manual of symptom-collection procedures were available to the technician on
the job.
Uniform Difficulty. It is probably undesirable to have the difficulty of the students'
learning tas1 vary greatiy from day to day. Ideally, perhaps, some given difficulty level
would be maintained throlighout the course, to minimize the extent to which the
students inight bo' overworked one day and worked too little the next.
An attmpt was made to approach this by considering the knowledges and
skills that were required for each type of task. Wherever two tasks had a numbe: of
knowledgss and skills in common, but each involved some unique knowledges. and/or
skills, sequencing could affect the relative learning difficulty.
Por example, both functional diagrams and schematic diagrams contain
elecdronic symbols the students must learn, with most of the symbols being common to
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both types of diagrams. Since schematic diagrams also contain additional symbols, the
student might be overwhelmed and discouraged if he were required to learn to use
schematic diagrams first. By being taught functional diagrams first, he would not have so
many new symbols to learn at any one time.
Concreteness. Bruner (11) has indicated that some people have difficulty in thinking
about or learning about things that they have not previously experienced. That is, they
have difficulty with abstract ideas or facts, but are able to deal very satisfactorily with
more concrete events. This hypothesis suggested that students should be provided an
opportunity to do, see, or perform before they are required to think about or discuss.
Generally speaking, this meant that a student was first told (usually by written
instructions) what he was to do, then he was shown how to do it (instructor demonstration), then he did it under supervision, then he discussed it, and finally practiced it. This
learning sequence is similar to the LOCKON training method which was demonstrated
some years ago by HumRRO and which is used at Fort Bliss for training radar operators
and launcher crewmen (15).
ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL COURSE

I

Development of the Program of Instruction (POI) for the first administration of the
experimental course was essentially a matter of estimating time needs, since there was as
yet no firm basis for establishing time allocations. For this reason, details on the first
version of the POI are not presented in this report; instead, the POI for the second
administration of the course, which was based on experience with the first class, is
presented in Appendix A.
The major blocks of instruction in the POI, which provided detailed guidance on
what the students were to practice during each unit of instruction, are summarized
below.
General Orientation. The course began with a demonstration and explanation of
the entire HAWK system and its role in air defense. It was thought that this orientation
would answer many questions about the purpose and importance of the students' future
job.
Daily Checks and Adjustments. The first block of instruction was concerned
with Daily Checks and Adjustments on the CWAR, since this could be learned without
any prior knowledge of electronics. This instruction was conducted on the actual
equipment and was intended to stimulate the student's curiosity about the equipment. It
also provided him with some useful terminology for discussing and asking questions about
the equipment during later blocks of instruction.
Introduction to Portable Test Equipment. Before the student could go further
on the equipment itself, he had to learn to perform some measuremenLs with multimeters
and vacuum tube voltmeters (VTVM). Thus there was a need at this time to insert a
block of instruction on the use of these items of test equipment. It was conducted in a
basic electronics laboratory to conserve valuable radar laboratory time. The instruction at
this point covered only those types of measurements that would be required in the
instruction to be given in the near future, not all possible uses of the test equipment.
Weekly Checks and Adjustments. As soon as the student had learned to
perform certain measurements, laboratory training on the Weekly Checks and Adjustments began. This enabled the student to apply his new skills in using the test equipment, and it familiarized him with most of the remaining controls, indicators, and
adjustments on the radar. In addition, the student learned to use the special test sets that
were required in the weekly checks.
S
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equipment, and weekly checks was given in laboratory facilities. Since laboratory facilities
were available -only four hours each day, the remaining four hours were devoted to
learning symptom-collection procedures in a classroom. During these conferences the
students learned to follow the written procedures contained in a symptom-collection
manual and to name the circuits to which hypothetical malfunctions were isolated by
these procedures. Essentially, this involved extensive verbal practice, aimed at memorization of these symptom-collection procedures.
Each step in the symptom-collection procedures involved indicators,
controls, or adjustments that the student had encountered in the daily or weekly checks.
It was possible that the verbal practice would be too abstract for the students to learn
the procedures; to minimize tais possibility, a four-hour laboratory session on symptom
collection was provided once each week. (This necessitated the omission of lab sessions
on daily and weekly checks on those days, providing somewhat wider spacing of practice
on daily and weekly checks.)
Signal Tracing. When the students had completed their laboratory training on
weekly checks, they began laboratory training in signal tracing. Since signal tracing
requires the use of schematic diagrams, conference instruction on the use of schematic
diagrams for signal tracing began about this time. The fact that the symptom-collection
manuals (which had bee-• studied earlier) contained many of the symbols that are used in
schematic diagrams, and are drawn by the same general rules, eased the student's
transition to schematic diagrams. Thus it was feasible to begin conference instruction on
schematic diagrams even if instruction on symptom collection was not completed.
Troubleshooting Within a Stage. Shortly after dignal tracing began, the student
should have become familiar with essentially all of the schematic symbols that he would
ever encounter, and he should have developed some interest in identifying specific
piece-parts. At this time, instructions on troubleshooting within a stage began. Most of
this instruction was presented in the basic electronics laboratory, even though this
necessitated the development of some special training devices (described in Chapter 3).
At least 3ne radar lab session each week was devoted to the entire troubleshooting
task-symptom collection, signal tracing, and troubleshooting within a stage. This tended
to tie the entire task together in the way it is likely to he encountered on the job, and
tended to keep the instruction from being ýoo abstract.
The training sequence described above constituted the 15-week CWAR subcourse.
The nine-week HPIR subcourse followed the same general pattern. However, since there
was no need for extensive additional instruction on the use of test equipment, nor were
there many new schematic symbols to learn, instruction on signal tracing and troubleshooting within a stage began very shortly after symptom-collection practice began. The
student began practicing the entire troubleshooting task in its logical sequence very
shortly after he had learned to perform the daily checks, and he continued this practice
throughout the remainder of the course.

THE TRAINING APPROACH
As has been described in earlier sections, the experimental training was directed

toward having the students (a) learn to perform the explicitly stated procedures for
making the routine checks and adjustments, and (b) learn and remember the symptomcollection procedures (and signal tracing procedures) required for isolating malfur.ctions
to defective chassis and piece-parts. Standard electronics concepts, rules, and relationships

were taught as needed in the cortext of learning these job procedures.
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For example, the concepts of voltage, current, and resistance were introduced in the
experimental course during the initial period of instruction concerning procedures for
using the VTVM (TS-505). Presented below is an extract of part of the information
provided students in a special text for the initial conference concerning t[ie properties of
voltages:
The three quantities you will need to measure in electronic circuits are voltage, current, and
resistance. Voltage is the power or pressure applied to a circuit which causes current to flow.
Resistance limits the amount of current flow in the circuit.
There are two kinds of current. Alternating current (ac) flows first in one direction, then the

opposite direction, with very rapid alternations. Ac voltage is a voltage (or presaure) which causes

ac current. Ac voltage is used in home wall outlets in the U.S., and in the HAWK system it is
applied from the generator to the radars as their main source of voltage.
Direct current (dc) flows constantly in one direction. Dc voltage is a voltage which causes dc
current flow. Dc voltages are produced and used in many places in the CW radars.
Voltage must always be measured between two points. One of these points is often called
"ground" and may be physically hooked to the earth ground. The other point is usually called the
"hot side" because if you touch it and ground (or are standing on the ground!), you may get
shocked--or worse (burned-or buried).
With dc voltages, ground is sometimes called the "reference point." Some dc voltages are
positive (+) in respect to ground, and some are negative (-) in respect to ground.
Voltages which you will measure at your lab position in these first blocks of instruction on
meter use are called "source voltages" or "applied voltages," since they are voltages produced by a
power supply (source) to be applied to a circuit. Voltages measured across part or groups of parts
within circuits are often called "voltage drops," since they are voltages dropped by or used by
individual parts. You will learn to measure these later in the course.

I

Subsequent blocks of the test equipment instruction provided additional information
concerning electrical quantities and components. Following is an extract from the special
text discussion of resistance. This training was given in conjunction with instruction concerning use of the Multimeter, TS-352A/U for making resistance checks:
When you were introduced to using meters to measure voltage and current, you learned that
there were three important quantities you would need to measure in electronic circuits--voltage,
current, and resistance. Voltage, you may remember, is the power or pressure applied to a circuit
which causes current to flow. Resistance opposes current flow, and thus limits the amount of
current flowing in a circuit.
Various components are used in electronic circuits to provide resistance. Some components
provide the same resistance to ac current as to dc current, and some components provide different
amounts of resistance to ac current and dc current. The resistor is a very common component
used in electronic circuits to provide the same resistance to ac current and dc current. Today you
will use resistors to learn to measure the value of resistance. You will learn later about the resistance of other components.

The amount of resistance a component offers to current flow is measured in ohms. When we

have large values of resistance, we use the term "kilohm" to represent 1,000 ohms and the term
"megohm" to represent 1,000,000 ohms. The symbol for ohm is the Greek letter E2 (omega). The
symbol for kilohm is K and the symbol for megohm is M.
In e:ectrical diagrams (schematics), the symbol for the fixed resistor is
abbreviation for resistor is R.
The resistor, by offering opposition to current
flow, will cause a voltage drop across it. There must
be current flow in order to have a voltage drop.
Current flow Is the movement of negative charges
(electrons). The resastor, by opposing current flow
will cause a difference of potential across it, making
one aide negative in respect to the other.
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This difference in potential is the voltage drop. The larger the resistance value of the resistor,
the more opposition, therefore, the larger the voltage drop.
The relationship between current, voltage, and resistance is stated in a mathematical formula
known as Ohm's Law. Ohm's Law states that the current (I) is equal to the electrical pressure

S~R

(voltage) divided by the resistance (R).

I =E.

In many cases resistors are used to reduce the voltage, that is, to drop a large voltage to a
small voltage. This can be done by using a combination of resistors known as a voltage divider. By
doing this, the same power supply can be used to supply circuits requiring different amounts of
voltage.
The resistive value for some resistors is printed on the resistor. Others have colored bands
around them. By knowing the color code of the bands, the value of the resistor can be
determined. The use of resistor color codes will be covered in a later class.

*

Throughout the preparation of the experimental training program a distinction was
made between "need-to-know" and "nice-to-know" information. The distinction between
"need" and "nice" was made on the basis of judgments of the research staff concerning
the types and depth of understanding of fundamental concepts required by student
technicians in order to perform the various job procedures. The quoted presentation that
follows illustrates this distinction. This discussion is extracted from instructor materials
for the initial conference session for experimental students concerning troubleshooting
within a stage. The instructor was discussing the first circuit presented in this portion cf
che training. The "nice-to-know" information for the instructor's use in his presentation
or in answering questions is shown in italics.
a. Schematic diagram. The schematic diagram is of greatest importance in determining the
preliminary steps of repair functions. In effect, the schematic diagram provides the electrical
picture of the circuit being tested. This electrical picture provides specific information by which a
troubleshooting procedure may be derived.
Circuit 1
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(1) Signal path-As the signal progresses from the input to the output, the path it
follows is indicated by the heavy dark line. The heavy dark line is used to facilitate the collection
of symptoms during the signal tracing. At any point along the signal path the signal may be
monitored and changes noted. Of primary importance is determining the point at which the
outut and the input signal of the stage must be monitored. For circuit board #1, with only one
stage of circuit present, the monitor points can be easily identified.
(a) Output &ignal--he circuit that uses the output of circuit board #1 is not
physically shown on the board itself. Under this condition, the monitor point for output signal
may be at any connection from the cathode of V6 to the output plug connector. Usually the
connector is not an accessible point, therefore, the most accessible point will be the junction
between the cathode, R2 and the connector as indicated by
(b) Input signal--The input signal is always monitored at the control grid of the
vacuum tube of the stage. This point is indicated by ¶ r. The wire connecting C1, R3, and the
control grid (pin 4 of V1) are electrically the same point. The most accessible point will be where
soldered connections are used between any two of these components.
By observing the schematic of circuit board #1, it is apparent, with the input
applied to the control grid and output taken from the cathode, that cathode follower action is
present. This is a special type of an amplifier called a cathode follower. When monitoring the
input and output signals it will be noted that there is no increase in the amplitude of the output
as compared to the input. As a matter of fact, the output will always be of lesser amplitude. This
condition is expressed as having a gain factor of less than one or unity. Any time this configuration is used in electronic circuits the same conditions will apply.
The reason for using this type of a circuit is to provide isolation between two
electronic circuits whose internal characteristicof opposition, called impedance, are very different,
preventing direct connection. The cathode follower is used as an impedance-matching circuit so
that electrically the two circuits are connected signal-wise but interaction is prevented. This isola-"
tion principle is also used where one signal source must be applied to more than one chassis or
using circuit. Some manner of isolation must be present between the two circuits so that each may
operate even if one contains a malfunction. By preceding each circuit with a cathode follower, the
isolation is obtained. Interaction of the two using circuits is prevented by the cathode follower.
(2) Applied voltages-In order to allow V6 to operate properly requires the application
of two voltages; B+, used by the plate, and filament voltage, used by filaments or heaters of the
tube. When measuring the voltage applied to the stage, it is necessary to locate the point at which
the voltage first touches a component considered a part of the stage.
(a) B+ voltage-Circuit board #1 shows only one stage present on the board, therefore, the point at which the voltage is measured can be readily identified. The 250v dc is first
applied to the top of RI and inust be measured at this point as indicated by
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e voltage

at the top of RI must be the same as the voltage at the external source. In effect, the wire
connecting the voltage from the plug connector P1 to the top of R1 is considered to be a part of
the voltage distribution.
(b) Filament voltage-Normally the filaments are not shown in the immediate
vicinity of the stage under test. Where more than one stage is present in a chassis, the filaments
are shown separately and are called a filament string. Each filament in the string of filaments will
show the pin connection and the tube number it applies to. The 6.3v ac filament voltage is
measured at pins 2 and 3 of V6 as indicated by
,

j

Vacuum tubes require the application of voltage in order to operate. V6 is a
triode tccuum tube whose purpose it is to provide an automatic method of control on the raie of
electron movement (current flow) in the circuit. It acts as a wuive to increase or decrease the rate
of flow.
The filament voltage applied to the vacuum tube is necessary to produce
thermionic emission within the tube. By using voltage on the filaments, heat is radiated to the
cathode and electrons may move from the cathode to any other element which will attract the
electrons. This principle of heat causing electronic movement is called thermionic emission.
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The electrons in the tube are caused to move from the cathode to the plate
due to the application of the B+ voltage. When this high positive voltage is applied to the plate an
attracting force is exerted on the elechons. This force is sufficient to cause the electrons to leave
the cathode and attach themselves to the plate. The number of electrons that move is controlled
by the signal on the control grid.
(3) Circuit components-Before the final phase of the maintenance problem can be
solved, the components that make up the stage must be known. To determine the components
that must be checked in the stage where the malfunction is suspected, the basic rule previously
established must be applied. After the signal path has been established and signal tracing
accomplished, any component through which the signal must pass must be checked. That is, any
component that is in the path from input monitor point to the output monitor point. In addition,
any component that can be reached from this signal path without going through another capacitor
must be checked. The circuit is considered to be terminated when a known voltage is reached
(whether applied voltage or divided voltages) or when ground is reached.

While the instructors were provided with a number of documents that were intended
to guide their instruction, they were not provided with detailed lesson plans for use in
class. It was believed by the research staff that the availability of scripts or detailed
outlines would tend to force the instruction into a fixed pattern, with specific items of
information being introduced when the course builder thought they were appropriate,
rather than when the student needed them. By insuring that the procedures to be learned
were specified clearly and the instructors and students understood the principles of
procedure-oriented training, and by providing an abundance of practice problems, it was
anticipated that instruction would be more nearly suited to the students' needs as the
course progressed.
Perhaps it should be pointed out here that one of the primary purposes of class
outlines or scripts in conventional courses is to control the instructor's lecturing; that is,
to tell him what terms to introduce and what to say about each of them. In the present
course, it was desired that lecturing be kept to a minimum and that terms be introduced
as they were needed rather than according to a planned schedule that would have to be
created without knowledge of the students' information needs at any given point. It was
also felt that attempts to exercise close control over what the instructor was saying might
keep the instructors from using their own ingenuity in trying to find solutions to
problems that arise during instruction.
The plan, in general, was to have some 10 to 20% of each classroom period devoted
to statements by the instructor concerning the objectives for the period, and the
remainder of the time devoted to practice and questions by the students.
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Chapter 3

TRAINING LITERATURE AND DEVICES
Several types of documents portraying the procedures and related training materials
were developed for use during the experimental course. These documents provided
guidance for the instructors in teaching and advising the students; their content was
planned to ensure that the students had an opportunity during their training to encounter
most of the problems they would later encounter on the job.
The documents, especially the symptom-collection manuals, were extensively revised
on the basis of the experience gained as instructors and students used the materials
during the first two administrations of the experimental course. Several training devices
were also developed as teaching aids to enhance the ability of the students to perform in
the field.
DAILY AND WEEKLY CHECKS
A manual was prepared for the CWAR which presented the daily and weekly check
procedures, as specified in the DA TM, and an equivalent statement of these procedures
written in a less technical manner. The manual also contained illustrations of the radar
with all major components labeled to show their location. This manual was issued to all
instructors and students for the first experimental comparison. On the basis of the results
of the first experiment, it did not appear that this manual facilitated instruction.
Therefore, it was not included as part of the training literature provided subsequent
experimental classes.
USE OF TEST EQUIPMENT
Three multimeters (TS-352A/U, TS-505A/U VTVM, and PSM 6) and two oscilloscopes (AN/USM-50C and AN/USM-32C) are used by MOS 23R on the job, and one
additional oscilloscope (AN/USM-24C) is used during training.
Training Manuals
For each item of test equipment that the students were required to use, a manual
was prepared to present all the necessary information. The manuals contained definitions
of electrical terms, descriptions of the test equipment, and detailed procedures for using
the equipment for any measurements that would be required of the students.
These procedures were organized in outline form to facilitate learning. For each
meter a summary chart of the procedure was provided; the summary chart for the
Multimeter TS.352A!U is illustrated in Figure I.
The manuals also presented a selected series of practice problems in which the
students would encounter essentially all the problems that would be encountered in using
the equipment on the job.
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The manuals were issued to all students and instructors; however, the answers to the
practice problems wcre presented only in the instructors' copies.
Training Devices
To provide adequate opportunity for students to practice using the test equipment,
it was necessary to produce several training devices. Special test panels (Figure 2) were
designed for use with multimeters and VTVMs. These presented all the voltages that the
students would encounter in the radars, and all the types of terminals at which these
voltages would have to be measured. In addition, these panels were so designed that the
voltage at any particular terminal eould be readily changed by specified amounts without
the students' knowledge.
Test Panel for Multimeter Training

|

,I,

Figure 2

For use in oscilloscope training, bignal generators were developed to produce all the
types of signals that the students would encounter in the radars I Figure 3). A series of
multiposition switches controlled the display of these various signals and were identified
USM-50C Oscilloscope and Signal Geerwator

Fgput 3

by a numbering system. By operating these switches, students could select the r.quired
signal for a particular practice problem. However, the numbering system for the switches
was deliberately made complex, so that the students would be unable to memoi'ize the
signal resulting from any given combination of numbers.

SYMPTOM COLLECTION
A symptom-collection manual was provided for each of the two radars. Each manual
presented the symptom-collection procedures and showed in schematic and/or functional
diagram symbols the circuits that related to each check.'
For each of the specified checks, an attempt was made to develop complete
instructions for performing the check. These instructions were written in sufficient detail
so that instructors could readily be trained to follow them. In each diagram, enough
detail was provided to ensure that the instructors would have no difficulty in identifying
the corresponding circuit in the DA TMs.
It was not possible to prepare the instructions or diagrams in sufficient detail to
ensure that untrained students could use them. Rather, it was intended that the
instructors train the students to use these materials, largely by verbally guiding the
students in repeated attempts to use them.
To enable them to select practice problems, the instructors were provided with a set
of cards that listed each possible symptom and each portion of the radar that could cause
that symptom. These cards constituted a complete set of all problems that could be
solved by symptom collection, thereby permitting the instructors to provide as much
practice in symptom collection as time would permit, without having to generate new
problems for each class.

SIGNAL TRACING
The research staff was unable to develop an explicit procedure that would always
work for selecting "the best" signal tracing points for checking within a given symptom
area. It was therefore not possible to present such procedures to the students in written
form. However, some members of the research staff and some of the instructors learned
to correctly select signal tracing points, and were able to prepare written procedures for
the instructors.
A signal tracing sheet was prepared for each of the equipment areas to which a
malfunction could be isolated by symptom collection. These signal tracing sheets listed
every part on the signai path and identified the places at which signal tracing checks
should be made. In addition, the sheets ;pecified the signal that should be present at each
point, and t-.• test equipment that should be used in measuring the signal. Each
instructor was provided with a complete set of these sheets, giving him compiete signal
tracing information for the radars. A sample of an instructor's signal tracing sheet is
shown in Figure 4.
It was apparent that the students could not memorize the mass of signal tracing
information for the two radars, so it was not given to them in printed form. Rather. they
were provided with laboratory worksheets which were blank forms to be filled out in
class. Because of (a) the practice ii, filling out the laboratory worksheets as the students
performed signal tracing and (b) the discussions with the instructors that would result
'Presentation of materials in the symptom-collection msnuals in the initial and revised vesions is
discussed in more detail and illustrated in Chaptern. 5 and 6.
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Sample Signal Tracing Sheet
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d. Signal trace from source to indicator using selected test equipment and check
points listed above.
e.

Indicate point of:
(1) Last good check:

.

(2) First bad check:
4.

Cassis:
Chassis:

Troubleshooting in Detailed Schematics
a.

Identify chassis in which first bad check and last good check was obtained:
(First bad check)

b.

(Last good check)

Index page number of above listed chassis:

and

c. To continue from this point in troubleshooting. use the form titled:
shooting Within Stage."
Page

of
Figure 4
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITHIN A STAGE
Worksheets
The first step in troubleshooting within a stage is to identify the parts that
constitute the stage. This can be done easily if the signal tracing points have been
properly selected. The students were provided with worksheets for use in listing the parts
within each stage. For troubleshooting purposes a "stage" was defined during the
experimental training in the following manner:
A stage consists of all the components between the first bad signal tracing check and the last
good check. A stage consists of not only the components on the main signal path, but also all the
components that can be reached from the components on the main signal path without going
through power supplies, past ground, or through any component that blocks dc (tube, capacitors,
transformer cores, or open switches).

Once the parts that compose a stage have been identified, it is necessary to check
them. The worksheets required the student to list the parts in the order in which they
should be checked. A procedure was developed for checking the parts within a stage, and
this procedure was supplied to the students in written form (see Appendix B). This
procedure was not written in sufficient detail for a new student to consistently use it
correctly, since the research staff was unable to write such an unambiguous document.
Rather, it was intended that the students learn to follow the procedure by applying it,
under supervision, to a number of stages.
Devices
Training for troubleshooting within a stage necessitated the development of some 90
circuit boards (Figure 5), each of which contained one stage similar to one found in the
Sample Circuit Boards and Mounting Base
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radar. Each of these circuit boards contained a realistic malfunction, which the students
were required to locate.
To teach students the relationship between schematic diagrams and actual hardware,
schematic and wiring diagrams for each circuit board were prepared according to the rules
governing preparation of diagrams for the HAWK system (Figure 6). These schematic diagrams were bound in a manual along with the procedures for troubleshooting within a stage.
Sample Schematic and Wiring Diagram for Troubleshooting Within a Stage
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Chapter 4

THE FIRST COMPARISON
The first experimental course was given early in FY 1966 to a regularly scheduled
class of 30 students at USAADS. The two preceding classes were used as a control group
to establish standards for graduation of the experimental students. This trial of the initial
version of the course and of the training literature and devices provided the basis for
revising the procedures and materials that made up the course content for subsequent
versions of the course.

SELECTION OF INSTRUCTORS
The course was taught by a team of 10 Air Defense School instructors under the
supervision of a warrant officer. All the instructors were selected from available personnel
by the School, in fulfillment of the specification that the course be taught by persons
representative of instructors at the School.
Two of the instructors were civilians with prior experience in the conventional
course for MOS 23R. The other eight instructors were enlisted technicians who held the
MOS. Some of these had field experience with the Hawk system, some had previously
taught the conventional course, some had both field experience and teaching experience,
and some had neither.

TRAINING OF INSTRUCTORS
instructor training began four weeks before the first experimental class began. It was
designed to help the instructors learn the purposes of the experimental course, and to let
them see how it could be effective. Since experienced personnel are likely to have
difficulty in adjusting to innovations, the emphasis was placed on teaching the characteristics of the new approach to maintenance training. Comparatively little attention was
given to teaching specific instructional techniques, or to having the instructors actually
learn all the procedures they were to teach.
During the first week of the training period, the future instructors served as students
for sample classes presented by the research staff. These sample classes had been selected
to represent the different types of classes involved in the course, and the research staff
tried to present the material as they thought it should be presented to students in the
experimental course.
These presentations were interrupted by frequent and extended discussions between
the future instructors and the research staff as to why material was being presented as it
was. These discussions were encouraged by the research staff because they provided an
excellent opportunity to explain the instructional philosophy underlying the expcrimental
course.
During the second week of training, the instructors began to specialize in the
particular portions of the course that they would teach. Two instructors concentrated on
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symptom collection, which they would teach in conference. A third instructor studied
signal tracihg, and a fourth focused his attention on troubleshooting within a stage. The
remaining six assistant instructors studied the materials to be taught in laboratories.
Overall supervision of the instructors was provided by the warrant officer.
The third and fourth weeks that had been allocated for instructor training were used
to present a sample course to some 15 senior staff officers from USAADS. This sample
course lasted 40 hours, and consisted of materials selected to illustrate the use of
procedure-oriented training in a radar maintenance course. The instruction started with
daily checks of the radar, proceeded through symptom collection, use of test equipment,
signal tracing, and troubleshooting within a stage. During the last four hours of this
course, the "students" (i.e., USAADS staff officers) troubleshot malfuinctions in the
CWAR to the piece-part. This course was conducted by the instruction team assigned to
the project two weeks earlier, and constituted the only real opportunity for these
instructors to practice procedure-oriented training before the beginning of the first
experimental course.

WRITTEN GUIDANCE
As indicated in the earlier discussion of training literature, the instructors were
provided with a number of documents that were intended to guide their instruction, as
well as with a copy of the POI that indicated what the students were to practice during
each block of instruction.'
Scripts or detailed outlines were not provided for use in class, to promote the
likelihood that lecturing would be kept to a minimum and that specific items of
information would be introduced whenever the student needed them. The students
would, in part, guide the instruction themselves by the mistakes they made and the
questions they asked. The process of presenting instruction suited to the students' needs
was furthered by clearly specifying the procedures to be learned, helping instructors and
students to understand the principles of procedure-oriented training, and providing an
abundance of practice problems.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENTS
The 30 students in the first experimental class were not specially selected. Rather,
they were typical students in that they were the ones who happened to be scheduled to
begin instruction at the tim- the experimental course was ready to begin. An examination
of available aptitude and experience data (Table 1) failed to show any particular
differences from other groups of students being traine, - for the same MOS. Classes vary
considerably in their proportions of volunteers- this class was in the higher range in this
respect.

MONITORING OF CLASSES
Attempts to obtain information on the progress of the experimental instruction
through direct monitoring of classes proved to be unsatisfactory. Very early in the course
it was found that the pre.ence of a member of the research staff in the classroom
I A copy of the PO0 uod for .A* second comparisor is prmentd *a Appendix A. Except for sonw
minor modifications m tirr aiiotmme
,, it is similar to the P01 uwd for the first experimental claw.
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Table 1

Input Student Background Data for the First Comparison
Student
Input

Age

65-1

24

25.1

2
3
4
5
6

26
27
32
31
26

19.9
20.0
21.4
24.5
26.7

20
28
24
30

18.6
22.8
22.8
23.8

7
8c
9c
6 6 -1 d

Aptitude ScoresETb
VE
EL

Percent
Volunteers

T

11.6

76

117.9

118.0

121.5

66.0

11.8
12.1
11.5
11.9
11.7

20
40
41
63
23

105.4
110.7
110.1
112.4
114.3

114.6
117.3
115.0
117.2
116.2

105.0
112.0
110.3
111.8
115.4

52.2
59.0
53.6
61.9
58.9

11.8
11.1
11.5
11.1

8
12
39
60

113.2
113.0
111.7
114.7

113.4
112.4
117.5
116.8

113.7
115.9
112.6
114.9

56.6
60.4
59.0
60,5

Education

4

GT, General Technical; EL, Electronics; VE, Verbal.
bEPT is the Electronics Placement Test developed by the U.S. Army Air Defense School.
CConventional classes which were tested.
dFirst experimental class.

appreciably altered instruction. When a research staff member was present, the instructor
focused his attention on this individual and tried to "teach" him rather than the
students. As a result, the instucto'rs tended to lecture much more than was desirable.
Later discussions with the instructor; indicated that, because of their previous experience,
they tended to feel that monitors were there to evaluate their instruction, rather than for
the purpose of helping and learning; thus, they tended to present material in ways that
had brought favorable evaluations during conventional courses.
To reduce this interference with instruction while still maintaining some contact
with class activities, the research staff adopt,.d an indirect monitoring technique. The
instructors' office was so located that instruction in the classroom could be heard and
even observed from the office. During the CWAR portion of the course (i.e., the first 15
weeks) a member of the research staff spent several hours each day ii the instructors'
office. Most of this time was spent in discussions with the instructors, who had numerous
questions about the instructional approach and about the procedures that were being
presented. However, a few minutes each day were spent in observation of the class.
In general, the instruction during the CWAR portion of the course appeared to be
proceeding as planned. A small part of each classroom period was devoted to statements
by the instructor concerning the objectives for the period, and the remainder of the time
to practice and questions by the students. The students soon learned that their questions
would be answered clearly and directly if the questions related to what",they were to do
or how they were to do it. The instructors learned that they would get co'mplaints from
the students if they lectured too much, gave answers the students couldn't understand, or
digressed too much.
Since the instructors appeared to be receiving adequate guidance in the form of
feedback from the students, the research staff avoided offering comments or suggestionsi"
about the cla sroom presentations. When, as occasionally happened, an instructor realized
that the students were not learning some of the material as they should, he usually asked
for advice on how to handle the problem differently for the next class. These requests
resulted in informal conferences t,,tween the staff and several of the instructors, in which
a number of suggestions were offered and discussed.
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The monitorship of instruction during the first experimental comparison was thus
quite informal, and no attempt was made to supervise instruction very closely. Essentially, it was felt that closer monitoring of instruction would do more harm than good.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CRITERION TEST
The end-of-course proficiency test was constructed to measure performance on the
two major aspects of the job-periodic tests and adjustments, and troub!eshooting.
It was decided that the students' ability to perform periodic checks and adjustments
could be determined adequately by observing and scoring performance on the weekly
check procedures. Since the entire weekly check procedure for both radars requires some
12 hours to perform, it was impractical to test each student on the entire procedure.
Therefore, USAADS personnel who were not familiar with the experimental instruction,
but who were familiar with HAWK maintenance, selected portions of the weekly check
procedure for the test. The portions they selected were among the most difficult and
provided a maximum opportunity for errors to occur. This portion of the test required
approximately one hour for each student.
The troubleshooting test for the first experiment consisted of 24 troubles: 12 in the
CWAR and 12 in the HPIR. Within each radar, there was at least one trouble in each
subsystem. The 24 troubles were selected to provide the following types of malfunctions:
tube, 7; resistor, 4; capacitor, 4; wiring, 4; troubles in chassis not authorized for repair at
second echelon, 2; adjustment, 2; defective crystal, 1.
Within these category restrictions, the actual troubles were selected by USAADS
personnel to provide difficulty levels ranging from very easy to very difficult, the average
difficulty being such that an "average" student should be able to identify the correct
chassis for approximately half of the troubles. A list of these troubleN is given in
Appendix C.
For administrative reasons, it was decided to impose an arbitrary time limit of 30
minutes for each trouble. Although this time limit was somewhat severe, therp was little
indication during the testing that more time would have changed the results significantly.
Also for administrative reasons, the students were not provided with spare chassis or
other spare parts, and they were not permitted to unsolder any connections. These
restrictions, while administratively necessary, were undesirable in that they almost certainly resulted in lowered performance scores. Chassis substitution is an efficienL and
effective technique for troubleshooting in the field, and in some cases it is the only
available technique for identifying the defective chassis.
The final step in test development was the administration of the test to conventionally trained graduates to determine a reasonable pass-fail cutoff for the experime.'2al
students. Because of the limited time available for testing the conventiornally trained
graduates, it was decided to divide the troubleshooting portion of the test into two
subtests of 12 troubles each-Form A and Form B.
In the first experiment, each form of the test was administered to 23 graduates
representing two successive classes of the conventional training program. Thus the
standardization of the test involved the testing of 46 conventionally trained graduates,
each of whom was tested on 12 troubleshooting problems and on performance of weekly
check procedures.

TEST ADMINISTRATION
The test on weekly check proct•dures was administered by USAADS instructors, who
used prepared forms to record errors made by students. Since the performance of check
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procedures is normally done by two technicians, one reading the DA TM procedures and
the other performing the actual checks, the instructors read the procedures to the student
if he so requested.
The troubleshooting portion of the test was administered by 10 experienced HAWK
warrant officers working under the joint supervision of the USAADS Project Officers and
the senior member of the research staff. For each problem, the warrant officers read the
initial instructions to the student. There was no further conversation between the student
and the examiner until the student reported that he had found the trouble or the
examiner called time. At this time, the examiner asked the student to name the chassis
containing the malfunction, and the specific part that was defective. If a student said that
he didn't know, he was encouraged to guess.

EgiABLISHMENT OF GRADUATION STANDARDS
Control Group Test Performance
Weekly checks. The errors made by the control groups in performing the weekly
checks were very few, and they appeared to be unrelated to the troubleshooting ability
of the students. Because of the guidance supplied by the DA TM-that is, step-by step
procedures for the checks-all students who made errors were able to detet and correct
their own errors. Consequently, there was no meaningful variability among the students
in performance on this portion of the test.
Since this turned out to be true not only for the conventionally trained
graduates but also for the students in the experimental class, this portion of the test
provided no information concerning the students' ability. Thus, in actuality, it did not
have any effect in determining graduation.
Troubleshooting. The troubleshooting portion of the test was much more revealing.
In the first experiment, no student had a perfect score, none missed all of the items, and
there was considerable variability in performance.
On Form A, two students in the control group in effect tied for low score, one
finding three troubles to the chassis and the other finding two to the chassis and one of
these to the piece-part. Since it was unclear which of these represented better performance, it was agreed that any experimental student who matched either of these performances would be considered as having passed this form of the test.
On Form B, one of the 23 conventionally trained students found only three
troubics to the chassis, and none to the piece-part. However, the next lowest student
found six troubles to the chassis. It was agreed that the student who found only thre
troubles was atypical and that his score should not be used in setting graduation
standards. T!,refore, it was necessary for experimental students to find six troubles to
the chassis to receive credit for passing Form B of the test.
Graduation Standards
In summary, the standards for graduition for a student in the first experimental
class were as follows: (a) He had to perform selected portions of the weekly check
without making any enors, or he must rocognize -:)A.. urrv.t arý; errors that he made- (b)
Ne had to iLolate 6 of the 2 mailtuncti-ns on Form B of the test ti., the chassis, and hr
h'•d to "loate 3 milfunctinns to the t-hasis tor 2 to the chassis and I to the piect-partv
on Form A o! Jhw test.
In effect. "e was rrquired to imjual or excel the V -! rmance level of the two
lowest-scontg men m each class of the conventionally trained graduates.
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RESULTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASS
Attrition
Of the 30 students who started in the first experimental class, one was dropped
because he missed more than 20% of the instruction while on emergency leave. Thus
Table 2
there were 29 students who completed the
course. Twenty-eight of the.te students met or
Academic Attrition in
exceeded the standards for graduation. The one
Course 23R (221) for
remaining student failed both parts of the
the First Comparison
troubleshooting test. Failure of one student
__ InputAcademicout
of 29 constitutes an academic attrition of
IAd
c Percent
about 3%.
SLoma
Attrition
During the year immediately preceding
2the
first experimental class, there were nine
65-1
24
3
12.5
classes for MOS23R. Attrition in these classes
averaged 26%. the lowest attrition being 12.5%,
3
27
9
33.3
and the highest being 50%. The difference
4
32
10
31.2
between the attrition rates for the experi5
31
5
16.1
mental class and the average of the previous
6
26
6
23.0
nine conventional classes was statistically
7
20
8
40.0
reliable (p<.0l). Attrition in the first experi9'
24
3
12.5
mental class was only one-eighth of the average
attrition for the year, and iess than
one-fourth
66-Ib
30
1
3
of the lowest attrition obtained in that year.

T_

aControl groups that were tested.
bFirst experimental clan.
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The

attrition rates for the 10

compared in Table 2.

classes are

Performance
As indicated earlier, there was no difference among the students in their perf rmance of weekly checks. Errors among all student- ;,ere so few and so minor as to be
meaningless. This was to be expected because of the nature of the task and the DA
manuals, and the training devoted to the task.
A comparison of performance in isolating malfunctions to the chassis in the first
experiment is presented in Figure 7. It will be noted that the average score for graduates
of the experimental class in identifying the malfunctioning chassis was 60% (SD = 16.4)
on Form A and 70% (SD = 13.6) on Form B of the test. For graduates of the
conventional course, the respective average percentage for Form A was 48 (SD - 13.7)
and for Form B was 67 (SD - 18.7). For Form A, the superiority of the graduates of the
experimental course is statistically reliable (p<.05, Mann-Whitney test).
Figure 8 presents resultW for isolation of malfunctions to the piece-part. Graduates of
the experimental course were successful in identifying the defective piece-part 17% of the
time on Form A and 26% on Form B of the test. The conventional students were
successful 12% and 15% of the tirie on Forms A and B, respectively. The difference
between the performance of graduates of the expenmental and conventionai courses is
statistically ieliable for Form B (p<.05, Mann-Whitney test).
Since isolating the defective piece-part is dependent on finding the crrrect chassis,
success to the piece-part is contingent on success in getting to the chassis. To determine
whether improvement in getting to the piece-part was all a matter of having found the
chassis r•--e often. the results were analyzed to determine the percentage of success in
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Test Results, First Class, Chassis

Test Results, First Class, Piece-Parts
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getting to the piece-part when the chassis
was found. These results for the first

Test Results, First ClassTo Piece-Part When Chassis Found
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experiment are shown in Figure 9. The
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experimental class was successful in finding the piece-part once they hzid found
the chassis 27% of the time on Form A
and 34% an Form B, compared with 23%
21%,
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Chapter 5
THE SECOND COMPARISON
As a result of experience in the first administration of the course, several changes
were maue in the POI, the training materials for instructors and students, and the
selection of instructors before the beginning of thie second experimental class. This class
was a regularly scheduled USAADS class of 30 st,!dents toward the end of FY I 9"
PROGRAM CHANGES
The PO! for the first experimeaital class was largely a matter 3f "best estimtie,"
since there was no firm basis for allocating the relative amount3 of time to be devoted to
various topics, nor a pretest of the e-.perimental training materials. The experience with
the first experimental class provide,. such a basis fo- use i" planning the second class,
both for time allocations and for structure of procedures, sequence of course content,
and format of training materials. The POI prepared foi the second comparison is shown
in Appendix A, and a detailed training schedule is presented in Appendix D.
Daily and Weekly Checks. The time devoted to daily checks was reduced from 16
houis to eight hours, since experience in the first class made it appari•ut that this amount
of time would be sufficient.
The block of instruction or
+kly checks was ieduced from 40 hours to eight
hours, with the 32 hours transferred
,dditional practice on sympLom collection aid
signal tracing. This change was made because all of the inuiv'dual actions involved in
weekly checks were included in symptom collection, ) id it was decidefi they could be
better practiced in that context. An eight-hour block of instruction on weekly checks was
presented at the end of the CWAR subcourse.
Troubleshooting Within a Stage. The time devoted to laboratory practice in troubleshooting within a stage on circuit boards was reduced by approximately 25%, since the
stvdents in the first class appeared to be bored and complained ahout the extensive
laboratory practice.
A four-hour review of test equipment was added late in the course This review
emphasized the detection oif malfunctions within the test equipment itself, since this had
proved to be somewhat of a problem during the proficiency testing that followed in the
first class.
Signal Tracing. Perhaps th? greatest change in the "O! involved the portion of the
course when signal tracing was introduced. During the first experiment, signal tracing wa3
delayed until quiLe late in the course to ensure that the students had an adequate
opportunity to become familiar with -chematic symbols (which are used in .he
symptom-collection manuals as well as iH the schematic diagrams) before trying to use
schematic diagrams for signal tracing. Between the first and second classes new DA TMs
became available. These new manuals contained functional diagrams that could be used
for signal tracing, and were much easier to use than were the previous schematic diagrams
(that are still required for troublesnootin- within a stage). It this became feasibl' to
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introduce signal tracing earlier in the course, providing much better distribution of
practice on both symptom collection and signal tracing, during both conference and
laboratory instruction.
The radar lab time that was no longer required for weekly checks was used for
combined symptom collection and signal tracing practice.
SYMPTOM-COLLECTION MANUALS
The symptom-collection manuals for the CWAR and the HPIR were revised for the
second comparison. The only changes made in the CWAR manual were to correct errors
and inaccuracies that became apparent during the first administration of the experimental
training.
For the HPIR manual, further development work was done to structure the procedures, and format modifications were made in an attempt to reduce student and
instructor difficulty in making the transition from the CWAR training to the more
complex HPIR equipment. The HPIR manual was changed in the following ways:
(1) A table of contents was added, organized in terms of the HPIR subsystems
and their built-in indicators. Written instructions explaining how to use the manuals were
, ed.
(2) The Index to Indicators.was expanded and a compendium of the indicators
used in the weekly checks was added. The weekly checks index was keyed to the
sequence in which built-in indicators are monitored during performance of the weekly
checks. This addition was intended to facilitate symptom collection for malfunctions
detected while performing these checks.
(3) The ECCM circuits, which in the original manual appeared on one diagram,
were separated into a series of 12 sets of diagrams and instructions, each set being keyed
to individual steps in the wee!-Iy checks. This change also corrected technical inaccuracieF
and reduced the complexity of the circuit diagrams.
(1) The original set of 16 major circuit checks used for isolating a fault to a
symptom area were reduced to six major checks which evaluated the status of six
subsystems: Power, Antenna Position, Computer, Transmitter, Receiver, and Doppler.
(5) A series of check procedures was specified for each subsystem. These
procedures partitioned each sul-system into its constituent circuit areas.
(6) As a result of this reorganization of the structure of the fault isolation
procodures, a consideriLýe ,u'umbei of the symptom-collection diagrams were redesigned
and additional written prcc2dures were provided. Whereas the original HPIR manual
contairied approximately A0 symptom-coll2ction diagrams, the revised manual contained
60 diagrams and associated written procedures.
(7) Each pige that presented a symptom-collection diagram also presented a
reduced-scale tiock diagram of the checks that should have been performed prior to
beginning the procedures on that page. The~e "reminder diagrams" were added as an aid
in remembering the complete series of symptom-collection procedures and to inhibit the
initiation of checks on component circuits prior to performing the more general isolation
checks. For example, each subsystem diagram was referenced to the complete HPIR
system checks, and each circuit diagram was referenced to the appropriate subsystem
check.
(8) The piocedures in the original HPIR manual were written in a condensed
and abbreviated language form and used color-cod-d references to the corresponding
diagram to indicate the "good" and "bad" circuits. An example of the original format for
the low-voltage power supply circuits is presented in Figurp 10. During the first comparisor, it was reported that this format for the procedures trequently confused both the
students and the instructors, and may have adversely influenced the students' learning the
procedures.
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The procedures in the revised manual were presented in outline form, and
each was organized in terms of: (a) The circuit being checked; (b) the radar controls that
are involved in the procedure; (c) the built-in indicator to be monitored; and (d) the
correct indication if no malfunction is involved in the circuits being monitored by the
check. An example of the revised format of the written procedures for the low-voltage
power supply is shown in Figure 11.
(9) The revised manual aiso contained location diagrams of the subassemblies
and major components of the radar, and a Repair and Replacement Information Table.

SELECTION OF INSTRUCTORS
It was noted during the first experimental class that several of the instructors had
difficulty in adapting to and teaching by the new procedure-oriented maintenance
approach. Their own conventional course training, and perhaps field aid/or instructional
experience, sometimes interfered with their attempts to use the experimental procedures,
materials, or instructional approach as had been intended by the research staff. These
problems on the part of the instructors had, in some instances, some unfavorable effects
on the learning by the students.
It was therefore decided that, for the second experimental class, graduates of the
first class would be used as the laboratory instructors since they would already be able to
follow the new procedures themselves, and should find it easier to teach them to others.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
The student characteristic-, are summarized in Table 3. The graduates of Classes 6
and 7 were tested as controls to determine the graduation standards for the experimental
class, which was Class 8. Some general student changes had occurred since the first
experimental class graduated in early FY 1966. Apparently as a result G2. fhe Vietnam
build-up, this MOS program tended to receive a much larger perce;.tage of volunteers
during FY 1966 than during prior months and the average aptitude levels of the students
also tended to be higher. However, the second experimental class was in the lower range
of classes in proportion of volunteers (45%).
Table 3
Input Student Background Data for the Second Comparison
C1

Age

_Inj~lput

104
66-2
3
4
5
6a
7a
8b
9

E

duge

n

vlunteers

GT

EL

VE

EPT

34

21.8

11.8

45

106.4

111.2

109.9

53.1

25
26
31
41
21
29
30
46

22.2
21.0
20.1
20.8
21.8
21.2
20.1
20.0

11.0
12.4
12.1
12.2
12.6
12.4
12.6
12.7

60
18
79
98
43
89
45
91

110.4
105.1
114.1
111.6
115.8
118.5
123.4
114.5

113.9
112.5
115.5
119.7
119.7
119.1
121.9
118.5

110.6
107.2
115.1
112.5
118.4
121.7
125.1
116.4

57.6
54.8
60.1
61.9
61.2
65.4
67.6
65.7

aControl groups that were tested.
bSecond experimental group.
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END-OF-COURSE TESTING
The criterion test for the second experimental class was developed and administered
in essentially the same manner as for the first experimental class. For the periodic checks
portion of the test, USAADS personnel selected different portions of the weekly check
procedures. The troubleshooting portion of the test consisted of 16 troubles, eight on the
CWAR and eight on the HPIR, The items were selected in the same manner and with the
same restrictions as for the first experiment.'
The 16 troubles consisted of the following types: Tube, 4; resistor, 4; wiring, 3;
capacitor, 1; defective crystal, 1; defective chopper, 1; adjustment, 1; trouble in a chassis
not authorized for repair, 1. No items were identical with thost on the first test, because
graduates of the first experiment were instructing the second class and might have tended
to emphasize those items.
These 16 troubles were also divided into two subtests-Form C and Form D. To
provide the basis for graduation standards for the experimental class, Form C was
administered to one class of 26 conventionally trained students, and Form D was
administered to another such class of 28. A list of these troubles is given in Appendix E.
Administration of this test was identical with the first experiment except that there
were not enough warrant officers to serve as examiners. The warrant officer group was
supplemented by several NCOs who were maintenance men or instructors in USAADS,
with no previous contact with the experimental or control classes.
GRADUATION STANDARDS
In the second experiment, on Form C the lowest man in the control class found

three chassis and no piece-parts. He was not considerea atypical, since the next lowest
man found only four chassis and no piece-parts. On Form D, the lowest man in the
controi class found two chassis and no piece-parts. He was also not considered atypical,
since the next lowest man found only three chassis and no piece-parts.
Thus standards for graduation for the experimental students in the second
experiment were based on correctly performing selected portions of the weekly check
procedures, plus isolating three o0"the eight malfunctions on the C Form to the chassis,
and two of the eight malfunctions on the D Form to the chassis.

RESULTS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASS
Attrition
Of the 30 students who started in the second experimental class, all completed the
course and all met or exceeded the standards for graduation. Consequently, academic
attrition in the second experimental class was zero.
After the first experimental class had graduated, attrition in conventional courses for
this occupational specialky dropped sharply. The highest attrition for 1966 was only 16%
and the lowest was zero. The average for the year, not including the second experimental
class, was only 5.1%. This low average attrition level could hardly be improved upon.
' Six additional troubles (Appendix
indication of how well the experimental
collection training manuals during testing
manuals during that part of the test upen
study are reported later in this chapter.

E) were selected for use in a special test to provide an
students could perform if allowed to use their symptom(they were not, of course, allowed to use their training
which graduation was based). The results of this part of the
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Performance
A comparison of the performance of the conventionally and experimentally
trained students in isolating malfunctions to the chassis is shown in Figure 12. The
experimental students were successful 75% of the time (SD = 15.8) on Form C and
80% of the time (SD = 13.8) on Form D. The conventionally trained students averaged 72% on Form C (SD = 14.8) and 62% on Form D (SD = 23.6). The difference
in the percentages for Form D is statistically reliable (p<.05, Mann-Whitney test).
A comparison of the experimentally and conventionally trained students in
isolating malfunctions to the piece-part is shown in Figure 13. The experimental
students were successful 38% of the time in finding the defective piece-part on Form C
and 42% of the time on Form D. For the conventionally trained students, the respective
percentages were 32 and 25. The difference for Form D is statistically reliable (p<.05,
Mann-Whitney test).
A comparison of performance in finding the piece-part when the chassis was
found is given in Figure 14. The experimentally trained students were successful 51%
of the time on Form C and 52% of the time on Form D. Conventionally trained
students were successful 44% and 36%, respectively, on Forms C and D. The difference
between the groups was statistically reliable for Form D (p<.05, Mann-Whitney test).
Test Results, Second Class, Chassis

Test Results, Second Class, Piece-Parts
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TEST USING SYMPTOM-COLLECTION MANUALS
Purposes of Test
At various times during the course students were required to troubleshoot with their
s mptom-collection manuals, and at other times without them. It was the general
impression of the research staff and the instructors that performance with the symptomcollection manuals was noticeably superior to performance without them, parti,-ularly on
review items, and that performance with the manuals on practical exams during training
was superior to that obtained on the end-of-course proficiency test.
Of course, the observations made duing the course were not under controlled
conditions, and it was seldom possible to obtain information on the same malfunctions
both with and without the use of special manuals. Thus the appareit difference between
performance with and without the manuals during training may have been less than was
generally believed.
To obtain data on the diffc-'ence between performance with and without the
symptom-collection manuals, a supplementary test was conducted at the end of the
course. In addition to providing information on performance levels, such a test giver some
indication of the extent to which the procedures were being forgotten. During training on
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each subsystem, the students were required to demonstrate that they could perform the
procedures from memory. Thus it was known that they had learned the procedures at
least moderately well. If it were true that there was a marked difference in performance
with or without the manuals at some later date, it could be assumed that forgetting was
occurring.
The time available for testing the second experimental class was two days longer
than the time required to administer the items on which graduation would be based. For
each of the two control classes, one additional day was available. This time was utilized
to obtain data on troubleshooting performance with the symptom-collection manuals.
Three additional items were administered to students in each of the two control
classes during their normal testing, and the students were not informed that these items
were in any way different from their previous eight items. The administration and scoring
on these six special items was identical with that for the previous items.
At the end of the fourth day of testing the experimental class, the students were
divided into two matched groups on the basis of their performance on the first 16 test
items. During the next two days, each of these groups was tested on three of the six
special items. The testing procedures were identical with those for the first 16 items
except that the students were permitted to use symptom-collection manuals in addition
to the DA TMs (DA TMs were required since they contained the schematic diagrams
needed for troubleshooting within a stage).
Results for Special Manuals
The overall results of the special testing are presented in Figure 15. The
experimental students using the symptom-collection manuals correctly isolated 80% of
the defect'xe chassis. In comparison, the conventionally trained graduates using the DA
TMs correctly isolated 40% of the defective chassis. This difference was statistically
reliable (MannWhitney test, p<.05). The percentages of piece parts correctly located by
both groups are also shown in Figure 15.
It will be noted that the difference in the percentages of defective chassis located by
the experimentally and the conventionally trainf-d students was larger when the experimental group used the symptom-collection manual than when both groups used only the
DA TMs.
Comparison of the chassis results for the conventionally trained group on Test
Forms C and D and the special items provides a means of estimating the diffic"_lty of the
tests. Results suggested that the difficulty level of the test items was not constant over
the three tests. The percentage of chassis located by the control c!assews was 72% on Form
C, 62% on Form D, and 40% on the special items as shown in Figure 12).
The performance levels of the experimentally trained students were 75% and 80% on
Forms C and D, requiring use of DA TNIs. and 80% on the -pecial items test. involving
use of the symptom-collection manuals. These results suggested that the troubleshooting
abilities of the experimentally trained men, both with and without symptom manuals,
were relatively uniform despite the varying difficulty levels of the malfunctions.
Additional item-by-itm comparisons were made for the two groups t;f studeIts on
Forms C and D and the special items. The percentages of students in each group whivh
correctly isolated each defective chassis on Forms C and D and the special items are
shown in Figure 16.
Inspection of the result- for Form C indicates that seven of the eight items on this
test were relatively easy (percentage correct was 50% or more) for both groups of
students and the differences between the percentage correct for the experimental and
control students were small. In contrast, on Form D, three of the eight problems were
correctly solved by less than 50% of the control students, and the magnitudes of the
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performance differences between control and experimental students tended to be large.
These results suggest that the experimental training program tendAd to produce graduates
who had relatively uniform capabilities to locate malfunctions of different degrees of
difficulty.
Inspection of the itern-by-itenm differences shown ir. Figure 16 for the special tesit
items quite dramatically illustrates the value of the symptom-~collection manuals in
troubleshooting ;A-rformance. Whereas the conventional students using DA Ti~s were
variable in their performance levelis on the wet 'if troubles, the t'xperiment~al
students. using the symptom-k-ollect-ion manuals wert' rit-latively coiswistent. The utility of
the symptom m1anuals is esipecially evideot for the most di'fLcult
fafntosthat
is,
for those ilwnnq on which the contrrol atudent, hiki the lowest suckve5., rate)Comp.arison ,of the Ixrforrnanricel of the two groups cm thr' three testsU also
suggests that the exspcrimentally tra~nv-d irien wc:,' unnbie tý. remembe!ýr al' the symptuim
rollection prt~edures that werv requi;red for th' prob!-intb of F-arrns (C and D). Taking the
lerel of succr!ss of th-e conitrol stwients w-, wo ividi~aor of CComfl&YatIiv diff~icutv of iit-m;.
it is appa-rent thit 'he
'rmna tudunts pe:'for-med no better than the CantrolS on
eeui~ .rip
only PATM)
the difricult troubles oin Form~ C !--wen hoit)
Results; for Test D are less eAt'Vt'ut but &seeminý!rc !:amitA to
*j~s'For
Test C th.af
for the qpecial item_%. Since perfIorinance of the i'xperir.aen'_l Students was m~irleý;Ily
superior to the controls ain the ýýpecia; iten.%s. the uso-fulne.ii Qf the .Ympinm-vv-1114ctikilt
manuals as ioh aids seems evident.
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Chapter 6

THE THIRD COMPARISON
OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
As originally planned, the hAWKFY?" research was to consist of two runs of the
experimental training However, the -'udy was continued for a third class to obtain data
on the abiiity of USAADS personnel to conduct this type of training without g,,t;dance or
supervision by the reseach staff. This third comparison also provided an oppcrtunity for
the School to use their personnel in applying to another item of equipment the
experimental procedure analysis techniques for developing symptom -collection manuals.
A group of 56 students was divided into two groups on the basis of previous
experience, rank, GT, EL, age, and volunteer status. One of these two matched groups
was then selected to receive co-ventional training while the other received the experimental training, the selection being based on the flip of a coin.
The control class received training acco-dini., to the standard P01 used for the
previous control clases, with one exception. Tho dutic.' of MOS 23R had bopee. increased
to include mainten-'uce on the AFCC, and the -our!:e had been lengthened by one week
to provide timt for this additional training.
The experimental class received training according to the POI that had been used for
the second experimental class, with the addition of one week on the AFCC. The
experimental training for the AFCC, including the troubleshooting proc''dures arid
manuals and a 33-hour training program, was developed by one of the USAADS
instructors, who had worked wý:h the research stAff in the development of the experimental training for the first two classes. His work on the AFCC program was done
without supervision or guidance by the research staff.

SYMPTOM-COLLECTION MANUALS
While the second experiment was being conducted, the resarch staff had converted
the format of the procedures in the ('WAR symptom manual to that developed for the
revised IIPIR manual. Th'• con,,ersion was desired to reduce transitininng probl-ms that
were exper•neced by the students when they progres.ed from the ('WAR to the IIFIR
instrui-tion. In the original (I'WAR manual the check prot-edures for each indwcator were
presented in charts, and ei'h chart had a corTresponding color-coded sympkcm-collection
diagram. Figure 17 presents an eximpie of one of thc original charts, at;d Figur• IS
.shows the pre-nt-tion of the eo-rrsponding procedurrs in the rre-w-d manual.
The change n fotrmat neces&artly required a modification to the apprn-ach used for
organizing the symptom collectioi, prtwed ure:-. In the or-ignal CWAR manual, all the
circuits that could produce an incorrect indwation on ezch built-in meter, display, and so
forth, were keyed to eath meter, and vo forth. TnLs pvrmitted the 5ttzdent to Negin fault
i:-olation procedures using any in-orrv-t indication as a starting point. This apprnaci is
exemplified i; Figure 17.
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Fir example, assume that the student obtained an incorrect reading on the Low
Voltage Power Supply Meter (see Figure 17, LV PWR SUPS Meter; lower left-hand comer
of the written instructions): 1he Indicator and Conditions column states that the radar
should be in either a local or full radiate condition to perform this check; the Circuits
Used column indicates that the source of the malfunction could 'be in four circuit areas
(Main Power, Standby Energize, Radiate Energize, or Dc Regulated Power); the Switches
& Checks column specifies the indicator that would be used to check each of the four
possibly malfunctioning circuits.
However, three of these four checks are identical with the checks specified for
malfunction that could appear on four other indicators listed in the chart. While this
approach to specifying the symptom-collection procedures permitted the student
maximum flexibility in beginning the troubleshooting procedures, i, also contained
considerable redundancy in the irformation contained in the symptom-collection
instructions.
In the rcvised CWAR symptom manual, the sequence of checks was organized in a
different manner. The revised procedures for the Power Subsystem, shown in Figure 18,
include the same five checks uý,ed originally, plus one additional check concerning remote
circuits.
In contrast with the original CWAR manual, the revised CWAR (and the revised
HPIR manual prepared for the second experiment) required the student to follow a series
of checks, each of which progressively partitioned the equipment into smaller symptom
areas. It was hoped that the increased structuring of the sequence of procedures in the
revised manual would reduce the difficulty of initial learning and aid recall of the
procedural sequence.
Other changes were made to the CWAR manual:
(1) The symptom-collection diagrams were reduced in complexity by
eliminating detailed circuitry that was insignificant as far as the symptom procedures
were concerned. This additional circuitry detail was reported to have confused students in
the previous classes.
(2) The number of diagrams was increased to reduce the circuit complexity of
each diagram. In the original manual one diagram may have been used to show the
circuits that affected a large number of indicators (10-12); this approach was used to
illustrate the relationships between many indicators and their circuits in a single diagram.
However, the diagram proved to be difficult for students to use to follow the instructor's
oral recitation of the sequence ot check procedures, particularly during the initial portion
of the course. Partitioning the circuits into smaller symptom areas simplified the tasks of
both instructor and students, and it was hoped that comprehension and memorization of
the procedures would be increased.
(3) The number of diagrams that used colored areas for coding was
substantially reduced. In addition, the number of different colors used per page was
approximately halved.
(4) The contnts of the manual were re-organized to reflect changes in the
POt. For example, instruction on the Antenna Positioning System of the CWAR was
moved ahead of instruction on the transmitter because the circuits of the antenna system
are less complex.
(5) The nomenclature used in referring to the CWAR circuits and subsystems
was changed to correspond to the nomenclature used for describing the CWAR in the
daily checks procedures.
(G) Whereas the symptom-collection procedures in the original manual were
organized primarily with reference to the performance of the daily checks, the revised
manual also included those malfunction symptoms that could appear on indicators that
are monitored when doing the weekly checks.
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(7) In the original manual only the tie-in between the CWAR and the Battery
Control Center (BCC) was included. The revised manual also included the tie-in between
the CWAR and the AFCC.
(8) New diagrams and procedures were developed to depict the troubleshooting
procedures for the ECCM circuits. These circuits had appeared in the original manual but
had not been identified as such.

INSTRUCTORS
The experimental class was trained by instructors who had either taught or
graduated from previous experimental classes. These instructors followed the POI that
had been used for the second experimental class, with the addition of one week on the
AFCC. The AFCC training was developed by one of the USAADS instructors.
Throughout the training of the third experimental class, the research staff provided
no guidance or supervision to the instructors. Instruction was supervised and controlled
by USAADS personnel following normal USAADS policies and procedures.

END-OF-COURSE TEST
At the end of training, students in both the experimental and the control classes
were administered a 20-item troubleshooting proficiency test. This test, which was
developed jointly by USAADS personnel and the research staff, consisted of six items on
the CWAR, ten items on the HPIR, and four items on the AFCC. This distribution of
items was based on availability of equipment, but provided a reasonable representation of
the course elements. The CWAR and IIPIR items were selected from Forms A and B of
the test used in evaluating the first experimental and control classes. The procedures for
administration and scoring of the test were the same as those used for the previous
classes.

RESULTS
Attrition
Prior to the end of the course, five of the original 27 students in the control class
and four of the 29 students in the experimental class had been dropped for non-academic
reasons (e.g., illness, loss of stcurity clearance), leaving a control group of 22 and an
experimental group of 25.
The "no turn-back" procedure followed in the first two experimental classes, under
which al! experimental students were retained in training for end-of-course proficiency
testing, was not used by the USAADS in its presentation of the course. Seven students in
the control class and two in the experimental clasi'; weir dropperd by the School during
the course for academic deficiency. Thus only 15 studi nts in the control class and 23 in
the experimntal class were available for testing at the end of the course.
The lowest score in the control class was nine chassis and two pieve-parts, thus
setting the minimum standard for gradiation in the experimental class at a toV'-, of 11
chassis and/or piece-parts. Two students in the experimental class failed to meet the
minimum standard and were not graduated. Thus the total a-ademic attrition in the
experimental clasm was 14-.
as compared with 26% in the control class. Although this
difference was not statistically reliahle, the attrition rate for the third experimental class
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was reliably less than the average attrition for all conventional classes (30.1%) in FY
1967 (chi square test, p<.05) (Table 4).
Table 4

Academic Attrition in
Course 23R (221) for
the Third Comparison
Ci

67-1
67-2
502
503
504
505
506h
5 07 b
509
8
515

Student
Input

Academic
Loss

Percent
Attrition

30
28
31
28
22
22
27
29
37
31
35

10
8
13
6
7
5

33.3
28.6
41.9
21.4
31.8
22.7
25.9
13.8
37.8
29.6
33.6

4
14
8
14

"5Control group
bThird experimental class

Performance
Among graduates of the experimental class, the average success to the chassis was
64% (SD = 13.7), as compared with 58% (SD = 9.2) for graduates of the control class.
This difference is statistically reliable (Mann-Whitney, p<.05). Graduates of the experimental class were successful in finding the piece-part 27%. of the time, as compared with
20% for graduates of the control class. This difference was not statistically reliable.
Of Irial interest
,'w.. .....
,
.,
r..
..ih aa •I ). Lii. AF(;C. rep,
ki•,K
inslructuon appearing in the course for the first time. On these four items, the control
class found the correct chassis an average nf 84% of the time, while the experimental
class was successful 72% of the time. The control class was succesisful in finding the
piece-pelt 39% of the time, while the experimental class was 27% successful. These
differences were not statistically reliable; however, the trend was consistent in that
control class performance was higher than that of the experimental class on each of the
four AFCC items.
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Chapter 7

FIELD FOLLOW-UP'
BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
Approximately one year after the first experimental class had graduated, a follow-up
questionnaire was sent to comm,--ders of all personnel in both the first experimental and
control classes who had been assigned to overseas commands. The overall purpose of the
questionnaire was to evaluate the long-range effects of the training program. Primarily,
the field follow-up was concerned with obtaining answers to the following general
questions:
(1) Are the basic skills involved in performing daily and weekly checks retained
as well after procedure-oriented training as when learned in a conventional course?
(2) Does troubleshooting performance in the field differ between personnel
who completed the procedure-oriented training and personnel who completed
conventional training?
(3) Are technicians trained by the procedure-oriented method at a disadvantage
in the area of technical communication with peers and superiors, compared to men
trained by conventional methods?
It was not expected that the experimentally and conventionally trained technicians
would differ in their ability to perform daily and weekly checks. Both groups had
performed checks extremely well on the end-of-course t.,st, and practice and learning in
th., field presumably would have been similar.
However, it was thought somewhat more likely that the groups might differ in
troubleshooting ability and communication skills. The performance level of an experimentally trained student on the end-of-course proficiency test depended on the extent to
which he could accurately remember the symptom-collection procedures. Since the
training materials on symptom collection could not be carried to the field as job aids, it
was -e-xpected that some amount of forgetting of the specific pro'edures would occur.
Therefore, it was possible that, over time, the experimentally trained men might not
perform troubleshooting activities as well as the conventionally trained men,
Also, since the experimentally trained men did not receive a formal course in Basic
Flect~ronics, (BE), it was conceivable that the)y might not have learned enough of the
technical vocabulary and standard phraseology employed by others in Lhe electronics
field. Any lack oi ability to communicate presumably would hAve an adverse effect on
jou performance levels and would be noticed by supervisors.
While a carefully controlled field performance test wiuld provide the bhes
information relating to the performance of daily and weekly checks and troubleshooting
a tivities, admin'stration of such a test was not feasible because of the s&-attering of
personnel to be tested. A questionnaire seemed to be the only practical means of
obtaining any information for a follow-up t-omparon of the two types of training.
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Administration of a questionnaire was scheduled 2 for locations where men on short duty
twirs would still be func t ioning in their original assignment, but should have had ample
time on the job to permit supervisors to adequately assess their performance.
One aspect of the assignment, other than the training, of this experimental group
might be expected to affect the group's ratings in the field. Six of the experimentally
trained men from the first class had been selected as instructors for the second experimental class and heitce had not received field assignments. Since this selection was based
largely on performance during training and on the end-of-course proficiency test, it
appeared that the men assigned to the regular duties of their MOS would not be fully
representative of the proficiency level of the group.

CONDUCT OF THE SURVEY
In November 1966 the current assignments of all personnel in both the first
experimental and the first control classes were requested from the Office of Personnel
Operations (OPO). It was learned that a total of 12 men from the experimental class and
29 from the control classes had been assigned to units stationed in Europe and the Far
East. For the purpose of comparing the job performance of the two groups, it was
unfortunate that so few of the experimentally trained personnel had been assigned to
tactical units.
A questionnaire constructed by personnel at HumRRO Division No. 5 was sent on 2
February 1967 to the battalion commander of each man with an overseas assignment,
with the request that the man's battery commander and techinical supervisor work
together to complete it. The major sections of the questionnaire dealt with (a) the
technician's level of performance on routine checks and adjustments; (b) on troubleshooting the CWAR and HPIR,3 and on isolating system malfunctions; and (c) with a
more general evaluation of his technical knowledge.4 A copy of the questionnaire is
shown in Appendix F.
By the cut-off date of 1 May 1967, relatively complete questionnaire data had been
received for 11 of the 12 field-assigned graduates of the experimental course and 23 of
the 29 field-assigned conventionally trained technicians. Neither the ,urrent nor the
previous assignment of one experimentally trained man could be determined. Of the
conventionaliy trained technicians, there was no response for two men Idespite a
followup letter), two men had been reassigned and could not be located prior to the
cut-off date, one had received an MOS change, and thc data on the sLxth were not
complete enough to be included.
Also, for two experimentally trained and -even conventionally trained men, the
raters did not supply data for the section dealing with routine checks and adjustment. In
some cases the raters simply did not remember the man's problems, how long he had
taken to learn these checks, or both.
3T1ii questionnaire was scheduled to be -4mniattrrd in February 1967
Sloe, the AFCC had been added t., .to equipment for - '"ich the hodvrs of the MOS were

1

rwaporwbie. quirataon

on the AF-CC were included with those on the ('WAR and HeIR lfowVV"r, it

developed that only iv•e qf the techn. .ýns coverrd by the survey hai; ever worked on the AFCC. so no
attemrI was made to utilise data from these questions.
The quwet.nnmaire also included the technician's5 ob awgnment. the rater's knowledge of the
technicwi, and a few quest.ona cu.,•rntrg motisational and morale factors With reftrence• it the letter,
the *xpement,&lly ond conventrdnaly trained rrmen were enmpa*wd in terms of (a) hoavweli the
technician got &Ion. rith his suapenors and asociatxat. (b) hut ?ob mouvation, and ic) frequency of
dociplinary action, Int.vach compermon there was not a reltabhe difference betawen the ratin• of the

two gromas
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Data for the two samples of men were compared to determine whether they were
representative of the original groups. There is no indication that the samples are biased in
terms of aptitude scores although the experimental students involved in the field
follow-up had not performed as well on the end-of-course test as the experimental class
as a whole (see Table 5). However, since this difference was not statistically reliable it
was felt that a valid comparison of the two samples could be made.
Table 5

Comparisons of End-of-Course
Test Scores of Field Samples and the
Original Experimental and Control Clases
Experimental
Test

Sample

Total

i

Control
Test A

(N(Ni2)

GT
EL
Form A
Form B

116.1
116.3

114.7
116.8

114.2
114.4

54
66

60
70

47
--

Teet B

Total

(NI 1)

Clases

110.0
114.0

112.4
115.0

RESULTS

Table 6

The questionnaire items we-x!
grouped to form sub-questionna; -s
concerning five job requirements: (a)
Isolating malfunctions to the chassis;
(b) isolating malfunctions to the
piece-part; (c) using test equipment;
(d) Fgreral system knowledge; and
(,--) perfc~rming checks and adjust.
ments. The descriptive alternatives
for each item were transformed to
numerical ratings, and a total score
was
on each sub-questionnaire
obtained for each technician. rhe
mean and standard deviation of the
supervisors' ratings obtained by the
experimentally and conventionally
trained technicians art, prrsented in
rable 6.
lnsp*4-tion of the results mdicates there were no differences of
any consequence in the ratings
obtained by the two groups of technicians. Assuming the validity of the
super%-irs' evaluations, it appears
that the graduates receiving the
training perprocedure-oriented
formed compr-rawly with convetntLonally trained men during their
initial duty amiugnments.

t5

!

48
67

--

67

Mean and Standard Deviation

Scores
S

-

Job
Requirement

Isolating Malfunction
to Chassis
Mean
SD
ls, lating Malfunction
to Pie-e-Vart
Mepn

Usinq Test Equipr-nt
Mean
S"1D
(;eneral Sy.tem
Knowledge
Mr
SD
(heckiI

and AdjustmentL
Mean
SD

Experimeital Conventional
Graduates
Graduates

2.4.9
6.7

23.9
72

31.9
7.7

31.3
7.5

21.9
5.5

20.9
5.2

19.1
4.S

19.3
5.3

15.2
4.%

15,6
3.7

As a final check for possible differences between the groups, the experimental and
control subjects were also compared on each item in the questionnaire. Data for each
item were reduced to two-by-two tables, and the chi squared statistical test was employed
to compare the two groups. In no instance was there a significant difference between the
groups. Therefore, therm seems to be no indication from the questionnaire that the two
groups differed in sup.ervisors' evaluations of their job performance.
The only other criterion of performance available for all of the subjects was the
troubleshooting data from the end-of-course test. Therefore, an attempt was made to
evaluate the validity of the score on troubleshooting to the chassis from the questionnaire
by relating it to the comparable score from the end-of-course proficiency test.
The technicians were divided into those who had taken Form A of the end-of-course
test and those who had taken Form B (since the subjects from the experimental class had
taken both forms, they were members of both groups). The correlation between the
questionnaire ratings and the score for Form A was not significant, while that for Form B
(+.46) was p<.05. This may be due in part to the fact that the men from the control
class in the follow-up sample who took Form A of the test were more homogeneous in
their troubleshooting ability than were those who took Form B.
The standard deviation for the sample control subjects on Form A of the end-ofcourse test was 8.7 in contrast to 13.2 for the total control class on Form A; for
Form B, the control sample had a standard deviation of 20.3, compared with a total
control class value of 17.2. The restriction in range for the Form A sample could well
have produced the very low correlation.
The conclusion that the experimental and control subjects did not differ in their job
performance is based on the assumption that the questionnaire is a valid measure of that
performance.
The fact that the questionnaire score was related to one form of the end-of-course
test indicates that the questionnaire does have some validity as a measure of job
performa ice. Actually, the observed relationships are probably underestimates of true
validity since the men in the samples had been in the field for approximately one year,
and the amount of troubleshooting practice, the quality of their supervision, and the
capabilities of the aid received from their peers are all unknown quantities.
In any event, the fact that no differences were found between the experimental and
control groups in the field provides answers to the three questions in the survey
concerning the effects of procedure-oriented training. Skills learned in dealing with
routine checks seemed to be equally well retained regardless of the method of training. It
also appears that troubleshooting performance in the field did not differ between men
who completed the experimental course and men who completed conventional training.
Finally, it seems that the type of training completed was not a factor in a man's ability
to communicate in a technical sense with his peers and superiors.
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Chapter 8

DISCUSSION
ATTRITION AND PERFORMANCE
The three applications of the experimental POI were distributed over three

Table 7
Academic Attrition in
Course 23R (221), FY 1965-FY 1967

USAADS academic fiscal years. The academic

attrition for each HAWK CW maintenance
mechanic class graduating during FY
1965-1967, including the three classes tr:,iiz:d
under the experimental POI, is summarizeo in
Table 7.
The attrition level for each experimental
class was less than or equal to the lowest
attrition levels that occurred for all the conventional classes trained during each of the
three comparison years. For oach comparison
year, the attrition rate that oc,-ualYed for the
experimenta! class was compared statistically
with the average attrition rates for ail preceding conventional courses in that year. For
both FY 1965 and 1967. the reduction in
attrition rates for the experimental classes in
comparison with the conventional classes was
statistically reliable; the difference for FY
1966 was not statistically reliable. As was
previously mentioned, however, FY 1966 was
characterized by a very low-average attrition
level for this course.
From the RADAR IX (9) study of a "no
turn-back" policy, in which overall attrition
was found to be reduced simply by that
policy, it might be argued that lowered attrition in HAWKEYE reflected the consequences
of "no turn-back" rather than differences in
training. However, in addition to RADAR IX
data which showed a substantial correlation
(r = .85) between achievement in basic eleci nics and accomplishment in maintenance
1Y'rtions of the course, data in RADAR IV
(16) showed a strong correlation (r .601
between overall achievement iii training (as
measured Ly school grades) and performance
in an end-of-course proficiency test.

Cih

Input

Academic
Loss

Percent
At.trition

65-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
66-1a
104
66.2
3
4
5
6
7
8b
9

24
26
27
32
31
26
20
28
24
30
34
25
26
31
41
21
29
30
46

3
13
9
10
5
6
8
5
3
1
0
4
4
1
1
0
1
0
2

12.5
50.0
33.3
31.2
16.1
23.0
40.0
17.8
12.5
3.3
0.0
16.0
15.4
3.2
2.4
0.0
3.4
0.0
4.3

67-1
67-2
502
503
504
505
506
507c
509
8
515

30
28
31
28
22
22
27
29
37
31
35

10
8
13
6
7
5
7
4
14
8
14

33.3
28.6
41.9
21.4
31.8
22.7
25.9
13.8
37.8
29.6
33.6

-

Fint experimental dau.

bSndexperimental ela.
'hird experimental clam
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Thus, if training effectiveness were eqLtal between HAWKEYE and conventional
training, at the end of training the conventional group, in which academic attrition was
allowed to occur, would be expected to perform better than the experimental group,
since those with the poorest performance prognosis had been screened out of the
conventional group. In fact, however, the experimental students performed, over all,
equal to or better than conventional students, in a(cdition to having a lower attrition rate.
Therefore, whatever portion of the reduction in attrition is attributed to "no turn-back"
is compensated for by training effectiveness of HAWKEYE, which avoided degradation in
performance at the end of the course.
The results for the third experimental class are particularly interesting in this
context. This class was completely under the supervision and management of the Air
Defense School, which did not follow the "no turn-back" policy of the first two
experimental classes. Attrition occurred during training on the basis of instructor evaluations, in addition to the end-of-course attrition resulting from the performance testing. It
is of significance that the total attrition level foi this third class was reliably lower than
that characteristic of conventional classes. On the basis of the results for this class, it may
be concluded that the procedure-oriented approach to training was successfully
implemented by the team of instructors who had previous experience with this approach
to training.

END-OF-COURSE PROFICIENCY

,

*

In each of the three comparisons it was found that the a-erage jprcfiLency test
performance of the cxp:.i".'entally trained students was either equal to or above that of
the conventionally trained non-experienced graduates.
Direct comparison of the average proficiency lievels among the threL experimentai
classes is not possible since portions of the end-of-course troubleshooting tcsts wf~re
different for the three classes. However, a direct comparison of proficiency levels was
possible for the first and third classes, since 16 of the test items used for the third class
also had been used for the first class. For the CWAR, ihc thiru experimental class
correctly located reliab~y more chassis than the first experimental class (p<.05, MimnWhitney test). For the HPIR test items, the diffei'ence between the two classes was not
statistically reliable, although the third class located fev e! malXancti-aing chassis than the
tirst class.

TROUBLESHOOTING USING SYMPTOM-COLLECTION
MANUALS AS JOB AIDS
Ar part cf the 3econd comparison of troubleshooting proficiency, limited testing was
conducted using the symptom collection manuals as a job aid. The results showed that
the experimentally trained mechanics found considerably more malfunctions when aided
by the special manuals (and exi-ting DA TMs) than wa. caractenstic of conventionally
trained students who used DA TMs.
These re5u'ts support previous research results (8) whicL have demonstrated that
substantial gains in troubleshooting proficiency can be achieved by using job aids that
present symptom-collection procedures for the trainee or maintenance techrician. One
specification for HAWKEYE experimental work was that job aids, in the form of
symptom-collection procedures, were to be available only during training; toward this
end, special attention was given in the design of procedures to keeping the number oi
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procedures and the number of steps in a procedure relatively small, in order to make
them easier for students to remember.
Thus, it is noteworthy that, in the limited test, proficiency with the special mannais
used as job aids in performance was superior to proficiency using only DA TMs; this was
despite the fact that considerable time was devoted during training to classroom and
laboratory drill in an effort to have the students memorize the procedures thoroughly.
IMPLEMENTING THE FCT APPROACH
Highly varied and specialized knowledge and skills were required for the
development of this example of procedure-oriented instruction. The staff included two
research psychologists with a considerable amount of experience in the analysis of
electronic systems and the proceduralization of troubleshooting activities. In addition, the
technical staff consisted of four experienced equipment specialists, who were considered
by USAADS as highly knowledgeable of the HAWK circuits and their functions.
By far the most difficult and time-consuming task involved was the development and
refinement of the troubleshooting symptom-collection procedures that constituted the
core of the experimental training program. As described in previous chapters, several
different approaches (or formats) were used to delineate and document the specific
procedures for the two CW radars. Although troubleshooting procedures were developed
and symptom-collection manuals were published, the staff did not succeed in translating
their experience into a generalizable method for preparing symptom-collection procedures
adapted to a special characteristic of HAWKEYE-the expectation that special job aids
would not be available in the field.
The problems in reducing procedure design methods to simple, communicable form
derived primarily from two sources: First, the characteristics of complex electronic
equipment are sufficiently heterogeneous that--at least sometimes-they preclude simple,
invariant rules on selecting or devising effective and efficient procedures. Second, and
unique to HAWKEYE, the need to keep the number of different procedures small and
the number of steps in each procedure relatively iow in order to produce material
practicable for memorization strongly affected the process of developing procedures. That
is, a great deal of sophistication was necessary, not only in electronics in order t. select
candidate procedures, but also in training technology so that learnability and rememberability could be taken into account. This required a complicated combination of skills,
and often successive trials toward something that seemed workable-altogether, a process
not readily adapted toward clearly specifiable methods.
During part of the third comparison, one of the equipment specialists who had been
"loaned" to the research staff by USAADS developed symptom-collection procedures and
prepared a manual for the AFCC, a piece of complex equipment that previously had not
been included in the scope of this MOS. These USAADS-developed procedures and
manual for the AFC, were patterned after the revised CWAR and HPIR manuals and
were used during a 33-hour block of instruction that was added to the end of the
experimental course (a comparable block of instruction, using the DA TM for the AFCC
had been added to the conventional training).
The AFCC portion of the instruction was separately evaluated, the experimentally
and conventionally trained students being compared with respect to the number of AFCC
malfunctions located during the end-of-course test. The differences between them were
not statistically reliable. However, the conventionally trained students tended to correctly
isolate more troubles thwi the experimental students-a reversal that was inconsistent
with all the other testing results, which either favored or tended to favor the
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experimental students. Factors that might have accounted for the AFCC result include
the following:
(1) The AFCC manual used in the instruction was the initial draft and may
have included technical inaccuracies, which would eventually be revealed by student and,
instructor usage during training. Such inaccuracies in the earlier drafts of the various
HAWKEYE manuals were found in this manner in subsequent work.
(2) The symptom-collection procedures for the AFCC may have been
incomplete in their coverage of the relationships between indicators and the
corresponding circuits.
(3) The amount of instruction devoted to drill with this manual in the
experimental course (33 hours, including eight hours of practical exercises) may have
been insufficient for the students to leari and remember the procedures.
As nowd earlier, the experience gained in preparing and then revising the various
elements in the HAWKEYE materials did not enable the research staff to take the
additional step of preparing documentation to supply generalizable techniques for
building procedure-oriented courses for technical subject matter.
If le:,rnable and rememberable troubleshooting procedures have to be produced, the
complexity of combining knowledge of training technology and knowledge of electronics
is such that service schools would experience considerable difficulty in attempting to
develop courses of this nature; certainly specialized personnel would need to be made
available to them. Another possible source for development of appropriate procedures
might be the electronics industry, since equipment manufacturers would have the
resources to assemble the specialized staffs that are needed to implement this approach to
training.

If the procedures did not have to be rememberable-that is, if they could be
incorporated in job aids available in the field-the problems connected with devising
procedure-oriented training would be greatly simplified. Inclusion of symptom-collection
procedures in the DA technical manuals published in support of the electronics system
would permit preparation of these materials as part of the normal support materials in
connection with system development. That is, the normal technical documentation for
electronics systems could be modified by requiring that the equipment manufacturer
specify symptom-collection procedures in addition to what is now standard
documentation.
Preparation of such materials by schools would also be a more feasible project than
would preparation of "rememberable procedures." However, should the requirement for
preparing system symptom-collection procedures be placed upon equipment designers and
manufacturers, service schools could concentrate their attention on improving the learning
environment and teaching techniques rather than conducting the difficult electronics
systems analysis required for developing explicit troubleshooting procedures.'

'At the time the final draft of this report was prepared, the U.S. Army Materiel Command had
concurred in a proposal by the U.S. Army Air Defense School that symptom.collection procedures be
included in the organizational maintenarce manuals for the complete Hawk system. In addition, the U.S.
Army Air Defense School had received USCONARC approval to conduct abbreviated programs of
instruction for entrylevel (or first enlistment) students for all of the HIwk maintenanc, MOSa. These
non-theory courses evolved from the HAWKEYE experimental program and make extensive use of the
training aids. devices, and texts developed during this research and development.
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Appendix A
DRAFT POI FOR HAWKEYE CLASS NO. 2 (44.R-221.1-8-66)
1.

The attached POI covers the CWAR portion of the course--513 hours, out of a
total course of 877 hours (not including end-of-course proficiency test).
This is a reduction of 30 hours from the CWAR portion of IIAWKEYE Class No. 1
(543 hours).
This 30 hours is being shifted to the HPIR portion of the course.

2.

Scheduling requirements.
a.

HAWKEYE 22 (McGregor Range Trip) may occur on Wednesday,
or third week of instruction.

b.

HAWKEYE 12 (Generator Operation) may occur anywhere between HAWKEYE 6
and HAWKEYE 15.

c.

Other blocks should occur in the order given, if possible.

after second

3.

All classes in the 700 area are classified CMHA, regardless of content,
since a security clearance is needed in this area. All classes using a
classified TII are also classified CMRA.

4.

Abbreviations for facilities column:
C
B
L
L(l) S
0

-Two

L-O

-

Conference room in LAM 600 area
Basic Electronics lab
LAN radar lab with indoor stations
LAN radar lab with indoor stations and 1 or 2 outdoor stations
Special facilities (generator lab, McGregor Range, OID integrated
radar systems, etc.)
LAM lab-conference rooms, one set up with 6 stations for scopes
and generators, and one for conferences.
No radars needed.
LAM radar lab with indoor stations, pZus one LAIM lab-conference room
set up with 6 stations for scopes and signal generators.
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SLUMARY OF CWAR POI (513 Hrs.)
Hours
__

_

__

_

_

C

_

L

0

B

Daily & Weekly Checks

16

CWAk Daily Checks
CWAR Weekly Checks

8
8

Operation & Troubleshooting

384

Symptom Collection
Signal Tracing
Symptom Collection & Signal Tracing
Intrastage Troubleshooting
Circuit Board T-oubleshooting
Integ--ited Troubleshooting

52
8
88
64
16

24
52
68

12

Tools & Test Equipment

52

Meters

28

Scope
Soldering

20
4

Examinations

18

i1

4

4

Miscellaneous

44
17

(Orientation, Generator,
Maintenance Concepts,
Supply Procedures,
McGregor Range)
Totals

64

'4*

TotI

-

9

8

9

254

122

24

104

513

HAWKEYE P01

Subject
Block No.

Class-

Hours &

ification

Facilities

Scope

References

Welcome to Department, orientation on course content.
Advantages of maintenance
program and educational opportunities. School policy, security lectures,
assignment of lockers, MIDLAM and BE facilities.
Organization of Hawk battery, characteristics of
major items of equipment,
scheme of operations, and
equipment demonstration.

None

8-L(l)

Energizing and de-energizing, local and remote operation. Daily check procedures. Major assembly
and subassembly location.

TM9-1430-503-12/l

U

4-C

lntroduction to maintenance
and troubleshooting. Description un the maintenance job. Duties of the
Overview of the
MOS.
course. Troubleshooting
Introducto a subsystem.
tion to operation and symptom collection of power and
control circuits in ChAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Page 3,
P8CC)

HAWKEYE 5
Radar Symptom
Collection I

COHA

4-L

CWAR troubleshooting to a
subsystem.

HAWKEYE Operation
ari Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Page 3);
TM9-]AX0-503-12/I

HAWKEYE 6
Symptom Collection 2

U

I-C

Symptom collection of CWAR
power and control circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC)

HAWKEYE 7
Test EquipmentMeters 1

U

4-B

Introduction to the use of
the TS-SOSA/U for measuring ac and dc volts. Procedures for setting controls, connecting to circuit, and reading scales.
Safety precautions.

HAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-Meters
(Block 1)

HAWKEYE 8
Test EquipmentMeters 2

U

4-B

Introduction to the use of
the TS-SOSA/U for neasuring ac and dc volts. Procedures for setting controls, connecting to circuit, and reading scales.
Safety precautions.

HAVJKEYE: Test
Equipment-Meters
(3lock 2)

HAWKEYE 9
Symptom Collection 3

U

4-C

Symptom collection of LWAR
power and control circuits,

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P8CC)

HAWKEYE 1
(LA4.8104, EL1.80001,
LA4.30001) Orientation and Introduction

U

2-C

HAWKEYE 2
(LA3.50503)
Introduction of
Hawk System

U

3-S

HAWKEYE 3
CWAR Daily Checks

CMHA

HAWKEYE 4
Symptom Collection I

None
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CIassSubject &
Blcck No.

ification

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

HAWKEYE 10
Radar Symptom
Collection 2

Q'IIIA

4-L

Symptom collection and
weekly checks in CWAR
power and control circuits.

1IAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC);
TM9-1430-503-12/1

HAWKEYE 11
Test EquipmentMeters 3

U

2-B

Practice using the TS-S05
A/U for measuring ac and dc
volts, unknown voltages,
and incorrect voltages.

IIAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-Meters
(Block 3)

HAWKEYE 12
(LA1.80902)
Generater Operation

U

2-S

Generator function, start
and stop procedures, preventive maintenince, indicators, and operator
adjustments.

'M5-6115-325-10;
LAI.80902

HAWKEYE 13
Symptom Collection 4

U

4-C

Symptom collection of CWAR
poser and control circuits,

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC)

HAWKEYE 14
Test EquipmentMeters 4

U

4-B

Introduction to the use of
the TS-352A/U for neasuring dc current, dc and ac
volts.

1IAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-MAeters
(Block 4)

Ml1A

4-C

Use of functional diagrams
for signal tracing in the
power and control circuits
(wiring only).
Determining
signal path, selecting
check points, determining
what signal should be present, making checks, and
determining what circuits
could cause an incorrect
reading.

IHAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC);
-T?19-1430-S03-12/2

HAWKEfE 16
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing l

CMHA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAK power
and control circuits.

11AWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC);
TW9-1430-S03-12/2

HAWKEYE 17
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 1

CMHA

4-1,

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR power
and control circuits.

IIAWKEYE Oppration
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR P&CC);
TX19-1430-503-12/1;
-12/2

HAWKEYE 18
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 2

CMHA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR power
and control circuits.

IIAWKEYE Oreration
and Symptom Collection Manual-

HAWKEYE 15
Signal Tracing 1

CWAR (IP&CC);

"TI9-1430-503-12/a
HAWKEYE 19
Test EquipmentMeters 5
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L

U

2-B

Practice using the TS-3S2
A/U for measuring ac voltages, dc voltages, unknown
voltages, incorrect voltages, and dc ,urrent.

IIAWKEYEF: Test
Equipment-Meters
(Block 5)

Classification

Hours,
Facilities

IlAWKEYE 20
Symptom Ccllection
and Signal Tracing 3

(M]HA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR power
and control circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (P&CC);
TM9-1430-503-12/2

HAWKEYE 21
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 2

CM]HA

4-L

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR power
and control circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Pl&CC);
TM9-1430-503-12/l;
-12/2

HIAWKEYE 22
(LA4.81504)
McGregor Range Trip

U

4-S

Trip to McGregor Range
to observe facilities and
missile firing.

None

llAl:', F 3
Symptom Loilection 5

U

8-C

Operation and symptom collection of CWAR antenna
control system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (ANT)

ItAWKEYE 24
Radar Symptom
Collect;on 3

01I1A

4-L

Symnptom collection and
weekly checks of the CWAR
antenna control system.
Parts location.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (ANT); TM91430-503-12/1

HAWKEYE 25
Signal Tracing 2

CN01A

4-C

Use of functional diagrams
for signal tracing in electronic circuits. Determining signal path, selecting
check points, determining
what signal should be present, making checks, and
determining what circuits
could cause incorrect
reading.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (ANT); TM91430-503-12/2

1IAWKEYE 26
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 4

C091A

.1-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR antenna
control system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (ANT); TM91430-503-12/2

HIAWKEYE 27
Test Equipmentmeterv 6

U

4-B

Practice us ing tne TS-SOS
A/U and Trs-352A/U multimeters for voltage and current measurements.

IIAWKEYE Test
Equipment-Meters
(Block 6)

Symptom collection and
signal tracing of CWAR
antenna control system.

HIAWKEYE Operat ioi
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (A'MT) ; TM91430- 503- 12/2

Subject 6
Block No.

.HAWKEYF3Y1
28
Symptom Collection
and Signo.l rracing 5

1%DIA 4

Scope

References

HIAWKIK: 29
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
"-Tracing 3

C3taIA

4-I.

Symptom collection and
signal tracing of CWAR
antenna control system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection Manual(.WAR (ANT) ;
91430-50.3- 12/1;
-12/2

H.l-WkLYlI 30
Ex ination

i

4-B

Practical examination and
critique on us., of TS-59S
A/0t and TS 152A/0.

IIAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-Meters
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Class-

Hours &

ification

Facilities

HAWKEYE 31
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 6

CMHA

4-C

HAWKEYE 32
Examination

Df1HA

2-C

lIAWKEYE 33
Examination

CMHA

4-L

HAWKEYE 34
Test EquipmentScope 1

CMHA

16-0

HAWKEYE 35
Symptom Collection 6

U

8-C

HAWKEYE 36
Radar Symptom
Collection 4

CM]HA

4-L-O

Subject &
Block No.

Scope

References

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing
of CWAR power and control
circuits and antenna
control system.
Written examination and
critique on symptom collection and signal tracing
of CWAR power and control
circuits and antenna control system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; Th9-1430503-12/2
All previous
references

Practical examination and
critique on symptom collection on the CWAR power
and control circuits and
tih antenna control system.
Introduction to procedures
and practice in using the
USM-SOC for displaying,
measuring amplitude, and
estimating frequency of all
signals. Displaying less
than one cycle of a signal.
Measuring time. Characteristics of USM-50C. When
to use an oscilloscope.
Operation and symptom collection of CWAR transmitter.

All previous
references

Symptom collection and
weekly checks of the CWkR
transmitter. Parts location. Practice using USMSOC with signal generator.

HAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-USM-50C
Oscilloscope

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XMTR)
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1
HAWKEYE:

Test

Equipment-USM-SOC
Oscilloscope
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XMTR)

HAWKEYE 37
Symptom Collection 7

C?4iA

4-C

Symptom collection of
CWIVR transmitter.

HAWKEYE 38
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 7

CMHA

A-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
transmitter.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XfTR) ; TM91430-5O3-12/2

HAWKEYE 39
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 4

CaHA

4-L

Symptom collection and signal. tracing of the CWAR
transmitter.

HAWKEYE 40
Symptom Collectioq
and Signal Tracing 8

C4MIA

8-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
transmitt--r.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XMTR); TM91430-503-12/1;
-12/2
IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XMTR); TM91430-503-12/2
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Subject &
Block No.

Classification

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

HAWKEYE 41
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 5

CMHA

4-L

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
transmitter.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (XMTR); TM91430-503-12/1;
-12/2

HAWKEYE 42
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 9

CMHA

8-C

Int"Ated symptom collection of CWAR power and control circuits, antenna
control system, and
transmitter.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2

HAWKEYE 43
Examination

CMHA

2-C

Written examination and
critique on symptom collection and signal tracing of
CWAR power and control
circuits, antenna control
system, and transmitter.

All previous
references

HAWKEYE 44
Symptom Collection 8

U

8-C

Operation and symptom collection of CWAR receiver,

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (RCVR)

HAWKEYE 45
Radar Symptom
Collection 5

CMHA

4-L-O

Symptom collection and
weekly checks of the CWAR
Parts location.
receiver.
Practice using USM-SOC
with signal generator.

fIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (RCVR); TM91430-503-12/1;
HAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-USM-SOC
Oscilloscope

IIAWKEYE 46
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 10

CHIA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR
receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Col-lection ManualCWAR (RCVR); TM91430-503-12/2

HAWKEYE 47
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 6

CHIA

4-L-O

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
Practice using
receiver.
USM-SOC with signal generator.

ItAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (RCVR); TM91430-503-12/1;
-12/2;
HAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-USM-SOC
Oscilloscope

IlAWKEYE 48
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 11

('IIIA

4--C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
receiver.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (RCVR). TM914 30- ';("A- 1 ;!

IIAWKEYI 49
Examinat ion

CHIA

4-(,

Practical examination and
critique on use of USM-SOC
oscilloscope, using signal
generator.

IIAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-DUSM-SOC
Oscilloscope

IIAWKEYEi 50
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 12

C4IA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the ('WAR
receiver.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection Manual(CWAR (RCVR); TMV9-

K

4

1430-503-12/2
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Classification

Subject &
Block No.

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

4-L

Symptom collection and signal tracing of the CWAR
receiver.

CMHA

4-L

HAWKEYE 53
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 8

CHIA

4-L

HAWKEYE 54
Examination

CMHA

2-C

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing of
CWAR power and control circuits, antenna control
system, transmitter, and
receiver.
Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing of
CWAR power and control circuits, antenna control
system, transmitter, and
receiver.
Written examination and
critique on symptom collection and signal tracing of
CWAR power and control circuits, antenna control
system, transmitter, and

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (RCVR); TM91430-503-1?/1:
-12/2
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2

HAWKEYE 55
Examination

CHIA

4-L

HAWKEYE 56
Symptom Collection 9

U

8-C

HAWKEYE 57
Radar Symptom
Collection 6

CMHA

4-L

Symptom collection and
weekly checks of the
CWAR display system.

HAWKEYE 58
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 14

CXHA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display system.

HAWKEYE 59
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 9

CMIHA 4-L

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display
system,

HAWKEYE 60
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 1S

C741A

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display
system.

S..
. .. ..

.. ..

HAWKEYE 51
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 7

CHIA

HAWKEYE 52
Symptom Collection
Pnd Signal Tracing 13

receiver.
Practical examination and
ciitique on symptom collection and signal tracing
of CWAR power and control
circuits, antenna control
system, transmitter, and
receiver.
Operation and symptom collection of CWAR display
sys-em.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1; -12/2
All previous
references

All previous
references

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display)
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-SO3-12/1
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-503-12/2
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Coilection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-S0312/1; -12/2
IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TN9-1430-503-12/2
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Subject &

Classifica-

Hours &
Facil-

Block No.

tion

ities

Scope

4-1,

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display
system.

HAWKEYE 61
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal

CClA

Tracing 10

References
HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-503- 2/1;
-12/2

HAWKEYE 62
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 16

CMHA

4-C

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display
system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-503-12/2

HAWKEYE 63
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 11

CMIIA

4-L

Symptom collection and signal tracing of CWAR display
system.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR (Display);
TM9-1430-503-12/1;
-12/2

HAWKEYE 64
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 17

CMI4A

8-C

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing on
all parts of CWAR with emphasis on symptom collection.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2

IIAWKEYE 65
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal

CMHA

4-L

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing on
all parts of CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection Manual-

Tracing 12

CWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1; -12/2

HAWKEYE 66
Symptom Collection
and Signal Tracing 18

CMIA

8-C

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing on
all parts of CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2

HAWKEYE 67
Radar Symptom Collection and Signal
Tracing 13

CMHA

4-L

Integrated symptom collection and signal tracing on
all parts of CWAR.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1; -12/2

IIAWKEYE 68
Examination

CMIIA

2-C

Written examination and
critique of symptom collection and signal tracing on
all parts of CWAR.

All previous
references

HAWKEYE 69
Examination

C\IIA

4-1.

Practical examination and
critique of symptom collection and signal tracing
on all parts of CWAR.

All previous
references

HAWKEYE 70
(LA4.40006)
Maintenance and
Supply Procedures

U

6-C

Maintenance concept and
record system (TAERS).
Supply procedures used at
unit level.
Use of TMs
and CM41 procedures.
Project TRIM and material
readiness.

DA Pam 750-1;
TM38-750;
TM44-96;
AS LA4.40006

tlAWKEYE 71
Test EquipmentMeters 7

U

4-B

Introduction to the use of
the TS-SOSA/U and TS-32SA/U
for measuring resistance
and making continuity
checks.

IIAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-Meters
tBlock 7)

71

Subject &
Block No.

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

HAWYEYE 72
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 1

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit board
No. 1.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 73
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 1

CIHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom
collection and signal
tracing. Troubleshooting
around a stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 74
Soldering 1

U

4-B

Introduction to soldering
techniques.

HAWKEYE 75
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 2

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 76
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 2

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 77
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 3

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 78
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 3

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 79
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 4

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 80
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 4

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 81
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 5

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 82
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 5

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 83
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 6

CMtA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TD9-1430503-12/2; Thi9-1430503-20

HAWKEYE 84
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 6

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

72
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Classification

Classification

Subject &
Block No.

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

HAWKEYE 85
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 7

CHIA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing,
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection Manual-CWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 86
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 7

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 87
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 8

CDNA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 88
Radar
Troubleshooting 1

CMHA

4-L

Symptom collection, signal
tracing, and troubleshooting around a stage on all
parts of the CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1; -12/2;

-20
HAWKEYE 89
Examination

CMHA

2-C

HAWKEYE 90

U

4-B

Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 8

Written examination and
critique on CWAR symptom
collection, signal tracing,
and intrastage troubleshooting.
Troubleshooting around a

All previous
references

stage on circuit boards.

Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE:

HAWKEYE 91
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 9

CMIA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 92
Test EquipmentMeters 8

U

4-B

Review of TS-.3S2A/U and
TS-505A/U meters.

HAWKEYE:
Test EquipmentMeters

IIAWKEYE 93
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 10

CHIA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing,
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 94
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 9

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 95
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 11

CH4IA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom col.
lection and signal tracing,
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; I'M9-14305(3-12/2; Tm91430-503-20

IHAWKEYE 96
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

'9
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Subject &
Block No.

Classification

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

HAWKEYE 97
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 12

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Co-.
tection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 98
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 11

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 99
Examination

C?4IA

2-C

Written examination and
critique on CWAR symptom
collection, signal tracing,
and intrastage troubleshooting.

All previous
references

HAWKEYE 100
Radar
Troubleshooting 2

CMHA

4-L

Symptom collection, signal
tracing, and troubleshooting aro-mid a stage on all
parts of the CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/1; -12/2;
-20

HAWKEYE 101
Test EquipmentScope 2

CMHA

4-0

Review of USM-50C
Oscilloscope.

HAWKEYE: Test
Equipment-4JSM-50C
Oscilloscope

HAWKEYE 102
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 12

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 103
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 13

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

tAWIKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; Th91430-503-20

HAWKEYE 104
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 13

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKEYE 105
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 14

CMIiA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; 1M9-1430-S03-20

HAWKEYE 106
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 14

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

IIAWKEYE 107
Intrastage
Troubleshooting IS

CMIIA

4-C

Revieu of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

IlAWKEYE 108
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting IS

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit board%.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

74
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Block No.

Classification

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

IIAWKEYE 109
Intrastage
Troubleshooting 16

CMHA

4-C

Review of CWAR symptom collection and signal tracing.
Troubleshooting around a
stage.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM91430-503-20

IIAWKEYE 110
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 16

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

IIAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HAWKE'F Ill
Examination

CHIIA

2-C

Written examination and
critique on CWAR symptom
collection, signal tracing,
and intrastage troubleshooting.

All previous
references

HAWKEYE 112
Circuit Board
Troubleshooting 17

U

4-B

Troubleshooting around a
stage on circuit boards.

HAWKEYE:
Troubleshooting
Within a Stage

HIAWKEYE 113
CWAR
Troubleshooting 1

CMHA

8-C

Symptom collection, signal
tracing, and troubleshooting around a stage on all
parts of the CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430503-12/2; TM9-1430503-20

HAWKEYE 114
CWAR Weekly Checks

CHIA

8-L

CWAR Weekly Check procedures and adjustments.

TM9-1430-503-12/1

HAWKEYE 115
CWAR
Troubleshocting 2

CHIA

8-C

Symptom collection, signal
tracing, a:ld troubleshooting around a stage on all
parts of the CWAR.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualCWAR; TM9-1430-50312/2; TM9-1430-50320

IIAWKEYE 116
Radar
Troubleshooting 3

CHIIA

4-L

Symptom collection, signal
tracing, and troubleshooting around a stage on all
parts of the CWAR.

1IAWKIIYE 117

CM! IA

4-C

Written examination and
critique on CWAR troubleshooting.

IIAWKYFY Operation
and Symptom Collection ManitilCWAR; TM4-1430503-12/1; -12/2;
- 20
All previous
references

IIAWKFYE 118
Examination

0111A

6.1.

Practical examination and
critique on CWAR troubleshoot ing.

Al I previous
references

IIAWKIIYE 201
IIPIR Dai lV Checks

CNI.I
A

8-1.

HPIR daily c,'-ck procedures.

1
1-12/1
T%19-1.30-1

_'02
2A'KFYI:
Symptom Collection I

U

.- C

IIPIR troubleshooting to a
subsystem,

IIAWktIYi: Opcrati.,n
and SWmptom .Col lection Manu;l-HIPIR

IIAWkftYlt

P-IIA

.1- I.

II'IPR trout, I shoot ing to a
sub %Ystem.

Examination

203

Radar Symptom
Collection I

iI AWKIYI

Operation

and ';y*iMptm Co'lIccl i'n Manual;IPIR; 1-W-- 1.130S 1- 15/1

75

Classification

Subject &
Block No.
HAWKEYE 204
Symptom Collection 2

U

Hours &
Facilities

References

Scope

4-C

IIPIR troubleshooting to a
subsystem.

to a

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManuallIPIR

HAWKEYE 205
Radar Symptom
Collection 2

CMIIA

4-L

1IPIR troubleshooting
subsystem.

HAWKEYE uoo
Operation and
Troubleshooting-1PIPR
Power Circuits I

CMiIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting HIPIR Power circuits.

IIAWKEY1" Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualFIPIR; TM%9-1430511-12/1
IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; T,19-1430-

51!-12/2;
HAWKEYE 207
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing-41P IR

CNIIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting IlPIR Power circuits.

HAWKEYIF Operation
and Symptom Collection Manual-

!IPIR; T,%19-1430511-121/2; -20

Power Circuits 2
HAWKEYE 208
Radar Troubleshooting--HPIR Power
Circuits

-20

CMIA

4-L

Troubleshooting FIPIR
Power circuits,

FIAWKFEYE Operation
and Symptom (0ollect ion Manual-

uPJR;

T49-1430511-12/I; -12/2;
-20

I

HAWKEYE 209
Operation and
Tro0, leshooting-4iPIR
Power Circuits 3

CNIIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting IPIR Power circuits.

IIAKKEYIi Operation
and Symptom Colect i on Manua!IIPIR; TM9- 1-1320
511-12/2;

FlAWKEYE 210
Radar Troubleshooting-41PIR Power
Circuits 2

CI A

4 .I,

Troubleshooting 1IPIR
Power circuits.

tlAWKEYI( Operation
and Symptom -','ol lect ion Malual1IPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -12/2:
-20

HAWKEYE 211
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing-4-PIR
Antenna i

C.4 1A

4-{(

Operation and troubleshooting tPIR Antenna.

HlAKtYt! Operation
and Symptom ColI ct ion 'anut jIPIR; T-19-

HIAWNEYI" 212
Radar Troubleshooting-411IR Antenna I

(3111A

SiI-12'"
4-1.

Troubleshoo inrg h'IWR
Antentn

-2

HAViK.YI.
Onc;rat i-on
C-mptom
-o
and
Icdt ion %IanuiI11,I-I"

41-12

- K'

ItAWKliY| 213
hperation and
Troubleshoot ing-41PlR
Antenna 2

(MIA

4-C

Operation and troub'leshooting !tPIR Antenna.

214
HtAW1I.
Radar Troubeshoting-41P1R .,tenna

('IIA

-

T-k•ublesh•oting
Aný :ina.

I4JIR

lot,
HAWILYI[ 0trat
Co--t and ";
Ir t ion elant.ll -IPIR; T')-1-;3'

.IAWI.Yt •,rat
and S.-,;'I
4anua
I Cc!r

14,1K.
76I

,,n
-

T'.t'- il5&'-

- 2 I:

- : 2

ificat ion

Hours
rac;Ilit ýes

Scop*e

IIAWKEYE 215
Operation and
Troubleshoot itg-41P'1
Antenna 3

C4IIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshoot-

IIAWKEYE 216
Radar Troubleshooting-41PIR Antenna 3

04 IA

ClassSubject G
Block No.

References

ing IIPIR Antenna.

4-L

Troubleshooting IIPIR
Antenna,

IIAh'KEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHIPIR; TM9-1430511-1212; -20
IiAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualrIPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -12/2;

-20
IIAWKEYE 217
Integrated Operation
and Troubleshooting I

C~HIA

4-(C

Integrated operation and
troubleshooting of IIPIR
Power circuits, and
Antenna, -%nd CiVAR circuits.

All previous references for IIPIR
and CWAR

IIAWKEYIE 218
Radar Integrated
Troubleshooting 1

(..'4A

4-1,

Integrated troubleshooting
of HPIR Power circuits and
Antenna.

All previois references for IIPIR

I'AWKEYI; 219
Eixaminat ion

CNIIIA

3-C:

Written examin;-: in
critique.

All previous references for HPIPR
and CWAR

IIAWKLYE 220
Examination

C,%*IA

4-1

Practical examination and
individual critique.

All previour references for IIPIR

lIAWKEYE 221
Operation and
Trout, lleshoot jng-IPIR
Computers I

(MI A

4-

operat ion and troubleshooting IIPIR Computers.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; -W-1-43051l-12,12; -20

IIANKliYI; 222

('hA

.1-l1.

Troubleshoot ing IIPIR

IIAWKEYF Operat ion
anti Symptom Collection ManualjIPIR; TW49-1430-

Radar Trvuhleshoot
ing-4IIIR Computers

Computers

-

and

-

I

-20
HAWKliYlI 223
Operation Anid

011 1A
Yr ubIrshot

tComp~titr%

4 -i

Opecrjtion ard troublIe-hoot
ing IIPIR Computer-;.

ig-44~k

(WKEYL Optrat ion
S;' mptom Collect ion
'anuAl-411'IR;
4(ýS1
2

-

Radar TroublIr',hoot ing-4i1 IRH mputarrs 2

-

and Svý-Mpt om Col
Ic"*I on MhtanuIl-

C-omput c r, .

liIIPkR

tAU~4k

ktprratzon and
Troul'leshoot in'g4irIPI4

4rR

-

r,

4-t

io,- And, t rkou!b
I ng 11PIR "'oeputerrs.

o-'raz

TM42; 2

'hoz-

-

t49. -14 'V0

IlAU IM Or'erjttion
and ,v;'mCllect!n
'4AnuiAl-

ectin
!

'a4ial--1&
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Classification

Subject &
Block No.

Hours &
Faeilities

Scope

References

HAWKEYE 227
Integrated Operation
and Troubleshooting 2

CNIHA

4-C

Integrated operation and
troublisb-oting lIPIR Power
circui • , .ntenna and
Compul ..- , and CWAR
circuits.

All previous references for IIPIR and
CWAR

HAWKEYE 228
Radar Integrated
Troubleshooting 2

CMtA

4-1,

Integrated troubleshooting
HPIR Dower circuits,
Antenna, and Computers

All pri.-ius references for HPIR

HAWKEYE 229
Operation and
Troub leshooting-4iPIR
Transmitter I

CbM1A

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting |IPIR Transmitter.

IIANKEY! Operation
and Symptom Collection Mlai.ualIIPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

HAWKEYE 230
Radar TrGubleshooting-4PI R
Transmitter 1

CMItA

4-1,

Troubleshooting IIPIR
Transmitter.

IIAWKEYF Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualFlPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -12/2
-20

HAWKEYE 231
Operation auid
T.,oubleshootin
Transmitte: -

CMHA

4-C

Operation and trouwleshooting 11'IR Transmitter.

ItAWKEYC Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; T',19-1430511-12/2; -20

tAWKEYE 232
Radar Troubleshooting-ttPIR
Transmitter 2

CMtA

4-L

Troubleshooting |iPIR
Transmitter.

HAWKEYE: Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualIIPIR; 1%19-1430511-12/1; -12/2;
-20

HAWKEYE 233
Operation and
Troub leshooting-HPI R
Transmitter 3

CNI1iA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting IIPiR Transmitter.

HAWK!'.fE Operation
and s-ymptom Coilectiuui, lanua iRTN9- 14,30iPIR;
2(0
511-12/2:

UIAWKEYE 234
Radar Troubleshooti•|g-i1PI R
Transmitter 3

CMIlA

4-1,

Troubleshooting IPIR
Transmitter.

HiAWKEYE Opetation
and Symptom Collect ion M•anualIIPIR: TM9-1430Si-12/1; -12/2:
- 20

HAWKEYE 235
Operation and
Troibltshooting-llPlR
transmitter I

011IA

4-(

Operation and ýrouhleshcot
ing HIPIR Tran-,mitter.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collect ion ManualHPIR.; TIM9-1430511-12/2; -20

HAWKEYE 236
Rad:zr Troubleshooting-4IPTR
Transmitter 4

CMIIIA

:1-I.

Troubleshooting HIPIR
TrAn.mitter.

II\1KhUY[: Operation
and SY'mptom Col Iect ion ManualHPIR; TKI 1.130511-12/1; -12/2:

4-PIR

- 20
IIAWK!-!YE 237
Iotegrated Operat ion
and Troubleshooting 3

CN2IA

.$-C
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1'-

.4

Integrated operation and
Power
troubleshootig 101PI7Z
circuitS, Antenna, Computers, and Transmilttr, and
CWAR circuits.

.All previous referonces f:•r HPIR inid
CWAR

Subject F
Block No.

?IIAWKEYF

Classificat ion

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

References

IIAWKEYE 238
Radar Integrated
Troubleshooting 3

CIHA

4-1.

Integrated troubleshooting
HPIR Power circuits,
Antenna, Computers and
Transmitter.

All previous references for HPIR

239
Examination

CMIHA

3-C

Written examination and
critique.

All previous references for HPIR and
CWAR

tIAWKEYE 240
Examination

CMItA

4-L

Practical examination and
critique.

All previous references for HPIR

IIAWKEYE 241
Operation and
Troub leshooting-41PI R
Receiver I

CIIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting HPIR Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

IIAWKEYE 242
Radar Troubleshooting-41PIR Receiver I

CMIHA

4-L

Troubleshooting HPIR
Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -12/2;
-20

IIAWKEYE 243
Opera. ion and
Troub I shoot ing-4-IPI R
Re:eivcr 2

CII A

J-C

Operation and troubleshooting IIPIR Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualtIPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

FIAWKEYE 244

CMIHA

4-L

Troubleshooting HPIR
Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -12/2;
-20

IHAWKEYE 245
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing--lPIR
Receiver 3

CMIIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting IIPIR Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptcm Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

240
IlAWKLEY1
Radar Troubleshooting-4tP1lK Receiver 3

C01 A

4-1.

Troubleshooting dPIR
Receiver.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualtIPIR; TM9-1430SII-12tl; -12/2;
-20

4-C

lntegra'ed operation and
troubleshooting HlIR
Po :'r circuits. Antenna,
Compiters, fransmitter,
and Receiver, aod CWAR
circuits.

All previous references for IIPIR and
CWAR

Integrated troubleshooting
ItPIR Power circuits,
Antenna, Computers, Trainsmitter, and Receiver.

-AIl previous referenl.'es for IWPIR

Integrated operation and
trouhleshootiing HPIR
Power circuits. Antenna,
Compute-s. Transmitter and
Receiver. and CWAR jircuits.

All previous refe-rences for HPIR and
CWR

Radar Troubleshoot'ng-4IPIR Receiver 2

llAKEiY1: 2.17
lntegraed Operat ion
and Troublcshooting 4

I4lA

HiAWKUYU 248
Radar Integrated
Troub leshoot ing -l

;Ntt,\A 4--.

lI.FIYI. 249
Integrated Operation
and Troubleshooting 5

(IhiA

4-C

19

Classification

Subject &
Block No.

Hours &
Facilities

Scope

Feferences

HAWKEYE 250
Radar Integratfd
Troubleshooting 5

C-A

4-L

Integrated troubleshooting
HPIR Power circuits,
Antenna, Computers, Transmitter and Receiver.

All previous references for IIPIR

HAWKEYE 251
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing-41PI R
Doppler Circuits 1

CHIA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting HPIR Doppler circuits.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualItPIR; TM9-1430-

HAWKEYE 252
Radar Troubleshooting-HP1R Doppler
Circuits 1

CM4HA

4-L

Troubleshooting OPIR
Doppler circuits,

IIAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualIIPIR; TN19-1430511-12/1; -1212;
-20

HAWKEYE 253
Operation and

CKtA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting HPIR Doppler circuits,

HAWKEYF Operation
and Symptom Col-

511-12/2; -20

Troubleshoot ing4iPI R
Doppler Circuits 2

lection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

HAWKEYE 254
Radar Troubleshooting--HPIR Doppler
Circuits 2

CMHA

4-L

Troubleshooting HIPIR
Doppler circuits,

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TN19-1430511-12/1; -12/2;
-20

HAWKEYE 255
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing-HPIR
Doppler Circuits 3

CMHA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting OPIR Doppler circuits,

ItAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualttPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

HAWKEYE 256
Radar Troubleshooting-HPIR Doppler
Circuits 3

OfIIA

4-1.

Troubleshooting ItPIR
Doppler circuits,

}IAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection Manu;,1IIPIR; TM9-1,130511-12/1; -122';
-10

HAWKEYE 257
Operation and
Troubleshoot ing-41P I R
Doppler Circuits 4

CHiA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting IIPIR Doppler circuits.

1AWKIEYE Optration
and Symptom Collection ManualIIPIR; TN19-1430511-12/2; -20

IIAWKEYE 258
Radar Troubleshoot;?ng-tl4IR [Poppler
Circuits .1

CMIA

4- 1.

Troubleshoot ing PIIR
Doppler circuits,

IIAWKIYF: Operation
and Symptom C,.Ilect ion ManialIIPIR; 1149- 1130511-12/1; -12/2:
-20

IiAWKEYE 259
Intogrqte*! ')perat ion
anid Troublevhooting 6

0,0tA

4-C

Integrated operation and
trouhbfoshoot ing IIPI R and
CWAR circuits.

All previous references for 1P IR and
CWAj'

MAWKlEYI. 260
Radar Integrate'd
Tro'ui ovshoot ing

CtIA

4-I

Integrated 'roubh'shooting
iPIR. circuits.

All previous references for IWIR

(tl361A

4-C

Integrated otrration attd
troubleshoot ing IPI R and
(C'.AR circuits.

\11 previo'us refertnIces for IWIR and
C.AR

0

IIAWKI:Y, 2,l
letegrsted OGixrjt ;i!
anti froublcshooting 7
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Subject &
Block No.

Classification

Hours &
Facilities

References

HAWKEYE 262
Radar Integrated
Troubleshooting 7

CNIA

4-L

Integrated troubleshooting
HPIR circuits.

All previous references for HPIR

HAWKEYE 263
Examination

GMHA

3-C

Written examination and
critique.

All previous references for HPIR and
CWAR

HAWKEYE 264
Examination
(LA4.65401)
HAWKEYE 265

CMHA

4-L

CMHA

1-C

Practical examination and
critique.
Maintenance and siting
experience of Hawk units

All previous references for HPIR
Instructor's notes

Field Experience

SRadar

Scope

employed in the field.

(LA4.43801)
HAWKEYE 266
Lightning Protection
for Trailers and
Shelters

U

1-C

Procedures and need for
lightning protection.
System grounding and ground
check protection.

AS LA5.60306
ANNEX A

LA4.65502)
HAWKEYE 267
Operational Readiness
Evaluation

CMHA

2-C

Conduct of an operational
readiness evaluation.

ORE checklist

(EL5.20102)
(EL5.07101)
HAWKEYE 268
ECM, ECCM

C

3-C

Techniques of ECM, to
include active and passive
measures and types of equipment used to provide ECM and
the effects on radars.
ECCM
devices employed on air defense radars, and the operator te-hniques used to
defeat ECM.

TMll-750; -751;
Instructor's notes

tlAWKEYE 269
iPIR Weekly Checks

CMIA

8-L

HPIR weekly check procedures.
Rigging Hawk equipment for helicopter airlift.

TM9-1430-511-12/1;
TM9-1430-SOO-12/1

HAWKEYE 270
Operation and
Troubleshootialg--PIR
Special Circuits 1

CMHA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting HPIR Special circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

IIAWKEY[E 271
Troubleshooting-IIPIR Special
Circuits I

CMHIA

4-L

Troubleshooting HPIR
Special circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -1212;
-20

llAWKEYlI 272
Operation and
Troubleshooting-41PIR
Special Circuits 2

CMIlA

4-C

Operation and troubleshooting tPIR Special circuits.

HAWKEYE Operation
and Symptom Collection ManualHPIR; TM9-1430511-12/2; -20

IHUKEYE 273
Radar Troubleshooting-1PlR Special

CHIlA

4-L

Troubleshooting HIt~R
Special circuits.

IIAWKEYE Operation
and S)yptom Collection Manual-

Circuits 2

R

-

IIPIR; TM9-1430511-12/1; -1212;
-20

81
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Subject &
Block No.
HAWKEYE 274
Integrated Operation
and Troubleshooting 8

Classification

Hours &
Facilities

References

Scope

CM-A

4-C

Integrated operation and
troubleshooting HPIR and
CWAR circuits.

All previous references for HPIR and
CWAR

HAWKEYE 275
Radar Integrated
Operation and
Troubleshooting 8

CNIHA

4-L

Integrated troubleshooting
HPIR circuits.

All previous references for HPIR

HAWKEYE 276
Integrated Operation
and Troubleshooting 9

CMHA

4-C

Integrated operation and
troubleshooting HPIR and
CWAR circuits.

All previous references for HPIR and
CWAR

HAWKEYE 277
Integrated System
Maintenance

CMHA

50-L

Interrelationships of the
CW radars, Battery Control
Central, Assault Fire Command Console, ROR and
Launcher.
Alinement and
operation of.a Hawk battery.
Isolation of troubles in a
complete Hawk battery.
Daily and Weekly checks and
adjustments, and troubleshooting the CWAR and HPIR
tied in with a BCC, AFCC,
Launcher, and 'ZOR. Use of
all applicable TMs and
maintenance forms.

All previous references

(CS4.66102)
HAWKEYE 278
Counterinsurgency and
Unconventional Warfare

U

2--C

Characteristics, capabilities, and limitations of
Organipartisan warfare.
zation, mission, and
training objectives of U.S.
Army Special Forces groups.

Instructor's notes

HAWKEYE 279
Enamination

CMHA

4-C

Written examinition and
critique.

All previous references for HPIR and
CWAR

HAWKEYE 280
Examination

CMHA

8-L

Final practical examination.

All previous references
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Appendix B

TROUBLESHOOTING WITHIN A STAGE
1. Check applied voltages,

including filament voltages:

Call it "good" if it is within 10% of the stated value. Be sure to check
where it is applied to the circuit, not where it enters the chassis.
Check B+, not plate voltage.
2. Quick resistance checks

CATO:TURN POWER OFF

(A)

Resistors: Check directly across each resistor, allowing time for
capacitors to charge. Each one should be within + 50% of the value
stated on the schematic. Resistors more than 50%-above value shown
on schematic should be replaced immediately, and resistors more than
50% below value shown on schematic require short circuit checks.

(B)

Crystal diodes: Check directly across each diode.
ratio should be at least 100 to I.

(C)

Inductors (including each coil of transformers):
the coil is open.

(D)

Short circuits:

Front to back
If above lOOK,

If any resistance check gave a low reading, look for an alternate
dc path. Alternate paths may exist through power supplies.
If an
alternate path exists, open the circuit and repeat the resistance
check before making short circuit checks. Before starting short
circuit checks, disconnect one end of the part that was being checked
when the low resistance reading was obtained.
(1) Check resistor which gave low reading. Continue 50% tolerance
of stated value. If reading is under or over by 50% at this time,
replace immediately.
(2) Check each resistor and crystal diode that is connected to the
part being checked when the low reading was found.
(3) Check each tube element that is connected to part giving low
reading to be sure there is no short within tube.
(4) Check each capacitor that is connected to part giving low reading
to be sure it is not leaking. A resistance of less than !OOK
indicates the capacitor is shorting.r
3.

Replace soldered-in tubes, then repeat signal tracing check to see whether
it has corrected the trouble. Plug-in tubes should have been replaced as
soon as signal tracing was completed.

4.

Voltage checks on parts:

4

(Check both sides to ground or reference)

(N) Dc capacitor checks ýthere should be some dc difference across the
capacitor).
Check in order: grid circuits, plate circuits, cathode
circuits. Make these checks with power applied to the circuits.

83

5.

(B)

Ac capacitor checks (the ac drop across the capacitor should not be
less than 10% of the signal).
In resonant circuits this is not
strictly correct.
The instructor should point out these special
cases when they come up.
If the students forget the exceptions, they
will still
follow the safe action; that is, replace the part when
in doubt.

(C)

Ac inductor checks (there should be some ac difference across
each inductor.)

Final checks on parts:
(A)

Disconnect output load and repeat signal tracing checks.
If the signal
is good with the load disconnected, there is a short beyond the point
at which the outnxt was disconnected.

(B' Isolate and check each resistor to be sure it

is within TM tolerance.

(C)

Check each capacitor for leakage by placing ammeter in series with
the capacitor. Anyj measurable current is cause for replacing the
capacitor.
(Filter capacitors in power supplies may leak as much
as 1 ia,
even when good.
Instructor should point this out when this
special case comes up.)

(D)

Inductors cannot be fully checked with equipment available at second
Try replacing them at this point.
echelon.

NOTE:

After replacing a component or on completion of troubleshooting within a
stage, repeat signal tracing check of stage to insure proper operation.
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Appendix C

PROFICIENCY TEST FOR EXPERIMENTAL CLASS NO. 1
Trouble
No.I

Radar

Location

Bad Part

"A" Form
AlA
A2A
A3A
A4A
ASA
A6A

CWAR
CWAR
CWAR
CWAR
CWAR
CWAR

Power
Receiver
Display System
Display System
Transmitter
Antenna

Tube
Adjustment misadjusted
Capacitor shorted
Crystal shorted
Resistor open
N/A (Unauthorized at
2d echelon)

I1A
12A
13A
14A
ISA

HPIR
HPIR
HPIR
HPIR
HPIR

Computer
Doppler
Transmitter
Energizing
Receiver

16A

HPIR

Antenna

Resistor open
Tube
Tube
Wire open
Wire open (transistor
stage)
Capacitor shorted

"B" Form
A1B
A2B
A3B
A4B
ASB
A6B

CWAR
CWAR
CWAR
CWAR
CKAR
CWAR

Energizing Circuit
Antenna
Receiver
Transmitter
Display System
Display System

Wire open
Tube
Tube
Wire open
Capacitor shorted
Resistor open

I1B
12B

HPIR
HPIR

Antenna
Transmitter

13B
14B
ISB
16B

HPIR
HPIR
HPIR
HPIR

Doppler
Auto
Doppler
Receiver

Adjustment fully CCW
N/A (Unauthorized at
2d echelon)
Capacitor shorted
Tube
Resistor open
N/A (Unauthorized at
2d echelon)
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Appendix D
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Appendix E

PROFICIENCY TEST FOR EXPERIMENTAL CLASS NO. 2
roube

Radar

Location

Bad Part

No.

"C" Form
AlA
A2A

CWAR
CWAR

Display System
Power

Capacitor shorted
Wire open (Low Voltage
Power Supply)

A3A
A4A

CWAR
CWAR

Display System
Antenna

Open resistor
Tube

h1A
12A
13A

HiPIR
IipIR
[IPIR

Shorted chopper
Tube

14A

HPIR

Computer
Transmitter
Electronic CounterCountermeasure
Energizing Circuit

Tube
Wire Open

"T" Form
AIB
A2B

CWAR
CKAR

Display System
Receiver

A3B
A-1B

CWAR
CWAR

Energizing Circuit
Antenna

11B
12B
13B

tIPIR
HPIR
IIPIR

Antenna
Computer
Receiver

I4B

HPIR

Transmitter

Resistor open
Unauthorized at 2d
echelon
Wire open
Adjustment fully CCW
Open resistor
Tube
Open resistor (transistor
stage)
Shorted crystal

Special Items
ASA

CW:AR

iransmi tter

Wire open

ALA

CWAR

Fransmitter

Tube

I().A

lIPIR

Ant ennr

.Xdjus tment fully (CCW

A5B

CWAR

1)i sp lay S%'stem

Tube

A(,B

(WAR

Receiver

Wire open ,,Power Supply)

15B

Ht'IR

Doppler

Shorted capacitor

9'
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Appendix F

FIELD FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
JOB PERFORMANCE QUESTIONNAIRE
Instructions to Raters
The man whose name appears at the top of the next nagv participated in an
experiment to evaluate the attitudinal or motivational effects of some changes
in training techniques while at the Air Defense School. This questionnaire is
part of the follow-up designed tu study the effects of the experiment on
posttraining performsnzc.
Senardce instructions will precede each block of questions when required
for clarification. Do not spend toc much time on any one cuestion. Usually,
your first well-considered opinion is best.
If you feel that a particular question cannot be answered from your combined
personal knowledge, place a check mark (/) in the space which follows that
question and go on to the next question. However, you should answer every
question that you can even though Your combined knowledge of the man in that
area may not be as great as you would like.
The answers are being requested so that the relative effectiveness of
different training programs can be evaluated. The evaluation will not be
included in the Ea's Dersonnel records; but the evaluation is needed to determine whether the different motivation tehniques should he recommended for
general adoption for technical training. All questionnaires will be treated
as personal in nature and all references to individuals will be destroyed after
the information for all technicians has been extracted and summarized.
PERSONAL DATA ON RATERS
1.

2.
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Battery C3mmander
a.

Name

h. Rank

c.

Sr. No

e.

Previously Feld MIOS (if an)

f.

Months in present duty position

d. Current MOS

Techiical Supervisor
a.

Namet.

c.

Sr. No.

e.

Previously Held MOS (if

f.

Months in present duty potition

Rank
d.
any)

Current M.JS

Technician to be Evaluated:
Name

Present Duty Position

Duty MOS

Time in Present Duty Position (months)
Time Battery Commander has known technician

(months)

Time Technical Supervisor has known technician (months)
I,

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
The above named technician received training for MOS 23R,
Radar Mechanic:

1.

Hawk CW

A.

If he is currently assigned a duty MOS of 23R, omit Items 1
and 2 below and go directly to Section II, RATER'S KNOWLEDGE
OF TECHNICIAN.

B.

If he has held, but does not currently hold a duty MOS of 23R,
complete Items I and 2 below before going to Section II, RATER'S
KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNICIAN.

C.

If he has never held a duty MOS of 23R, complete Items 1 and 2
below, and then complete only Sections II, III, and IV of this
questionnaire.

Why is

this man not currently assigned a duty MOS of 23R?

a.

Unit has a surplus of MOS 23R.

b.

Man is assigned other duties for reasons of technical
inability.
(Check specific reasons)

c.

1.

Failed to observe safety precautions.

2.

Damaged equipment.

- 3.

Could not perform routine maintenance.

- 4.

Could not troubleshoot equipment.

Other reasons

(explain)

[low long did this technician hold a duty MOS of 23R in this unit?
H
a.

Neve r.

b.

One month or less.

c.

Between 1 and 3 months.

d.

Be.tween 3 and 0 months

e.

Six months or more.
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II.

RATER'S KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNICIAN
1.

In the blanks in front of the statements below, indicate which of the
ways you have knowledge of this man. Check as many as are appropriate.

Battery
Commander

Technical
Supervisor
a.
b.

I have virtually no knowledge of this man.
I have known this man during a previous

assignment.
c.
d.

I have supervised this man on his present job.
I have not directly supervised, but I have had
opportunity to observe this man on his present job.

e.

I know this man because of disciplinary action
taken against him.

f.

I knew this man as a student at the Air
Defense School.
I know this man largely through what I have

g.

heard about him from others.
h.

NOTE:

Other, explain

If either of you checked Item (a) in the preceding question, obtain
the Name, Rank, and Serial Number of your predecessor in your present
duty position from the Battalion Personnel Officer. Complete the
item below with this information, and complete as much of t',e
questionnaire as possible.
Name
Rank
Sr. No.
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III.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNICIAN

The following questions pertain to the individual's characteristics
other than technical competencies. To describe this man, place a check mark
before the lettered item which in your combined judgment best completes the
lead statement.
1.

Relations with other enlisted men
Cannot evaluate this characteristic.
This man gets along with other EM:
a. very poorly; he is not generally liked.

b. more poorly than the average soldier.
c. about as well as the average soldier.
d. better than the average soldier does.
e.

2.

extremely well; he is very well liked.

Relations with superiors
Cannot evaluate this characteristic.
This man's relationships with his superiors:
a. leave much to be desired; he is a constant source of problems.
b. leave something to be desired; he occasionally causes problems.
c. are typical of superior-subordinate relationships in the Army.
d. are good; he is considered a good soldier by his superiors.
e. are excellent; he is the kind cf man his superiors are proud
to have serving.

3.

Job motivation
Cannot evaluate this characteristic.
Mien faced with difficulties in any task, this man:

t_

a.

gives up much too easily.

b.

frequently gives up before he should.

c.

has about average persistence.

d.

sticks to the job longer than most.

e. persistently tries to complete the job by himself
even though he reaches a point at which he should
call for help.

I

IV.

DISCIPLINARY RECORD
1. Has this man been disciplined for any of the following reasons during
the past six months? (Check as many as are appropriate.)
Have no relevant knowledge.

_

V.

a.

AWOL.

b.

Drunkenness.

c.

Fighting.

d.

Negligent destruction of government property.

e.

Illegal use or sale of government property.

f.

Theft.

g.

Other, explain

ROUTINE CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTS

In the following, place a check mark in the blank following the lettered
statement which provides the best answer to the preceding question concerning
each of the major items of equipment.
1. After being assigned to any item of equipment, how long was it before
this technician was able to perform DAILY checks satisfactorily?
CWAR

HPIR

AFCC

Technician was never
assigned to this item

Neither rater had

opportunity to observe

I

a. Less than 2 weeks
b. Between 2 weeks
and one month
c. Between I and 3
d.

months
Between 3 and 6
months

e. b months or more
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2. Before this technician was able to do DAILY checks satisfactorily,
what problems did he have?
(Check as many as are applicable)
CWAR

HPIR

AFCC

Technician was never
assigned to this item
Neither rater had
opportunity to observe
a.

Technician was too
slow
b. Tcchnician was too
inaccurate
c. Technician did not
observe safety
precautions
d.

-

Other, explain below

(Explanations)

........

.

....

3. After being assigiýd to any item of equipment,

how long was it

before

this technician was able tc perform WEEKLY checks satisfactorily?
CWAR

HPIR

AFCC

Tecnnician was never
assigned to this item
Neither rater had
opportunity to observe
a.
b.

Less than 2 weeks

Between
and one
c. Between
months
d. Between
Smonths
e.

I
-

I

2 weeks
month
I and 3
3 and

t,

0 months or more

I
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I
4.
Before this technician was able to do WEEKLY checks satisfactorily, what
(Check as many as are applicable)
problems did he have?
AFCC

HPIR

CWAPF
Technician was never
assigned to this item
Neither rater had
opportunity to observe
a. Technician was
slow
b. Technician was
inaccurate
c. Technician did
observe safety
precautions
d. Other, explain

too
too
not

b elo~w:

(Explanations)

VI.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Complete the following:
A.

CWAR
I.

How frequently does this technician perform troubleshooting on
the CWAR?

a. Almost never.
____

b.

Occasionally.

c. Routinely.
NOTE:

2.

If choice (a) was checked in the preceding question, omit Questions 2, 3, and 4, and go directly to Part B. IIPIR. If choices
(b) or (c) were checked, answer questions 2, 3, and 4.

Rate the technician's knowledge or proficiency in troubleshooting
(lake experience into account,
the C'AR in the following areas.
and check as man) as are appropriate)
::u e.:i,•"
A er~t~e

a. Abilit,," to locate
piece-parts
b.

Use of' Oscilloscope

c.

Use of Slultimeter

d.

Use of spec' iI te.t
equipment

...

..

.......

e. Use of schmatics
and functional diagrams

'$

I,

4*'

S

.___

Av.'t-Age

A e,'•

"r:

" .

I
3.

Which of the following best describes this technician while

troubleshooting the CWAR?

(Take experience into account)

a. Is both slow and inaccurate in diagnosing malfunctions.
b. Works at acceptable rate, but is too inaccurate.
c. Is reasonably accurate, but is too slow.
d.
____

4.

Is satisfactory in both speed and accuracy.

e. Is superior in both speed and accuracy.

In the blanks below, indicate the technician's level of proficiency
in troubleshooting the CWAR.
To the
Chass is

To the
Piece-Part

Wiring and Cable
Malfunct ions

No opportunity
to observe
a.

Very poor

). Below Average

B.

c.

Average

d.

Above Average

e.

Excellent

HPIR
1. How frequently does this technician perform troubleshooting on
the HPIR?
a.

Almost never.

K. Occasionally .
c.
NOTE:

K

Routinely.

If choice (a) wa:: checked in the preceding question, omiz
questions 2, 3, and 4, and go directlv to Part C. AFCC . If
choices Lb) or (c) were checked, answer questions 2, 3, and 4.

2.

Rate the technician's knowledge or proficiency in troubleshooting
the HPIR in the following areas.
(Take experience into account,
and check as many as are appropriate)
Superior

Above

Average

Average

Below

Average

Inferior

a. Ability to locate
piece-parts

b. Use of Occilloscope
c. Use of Multimeter
d. Use of special test
equipment

....

e. Use of schematics
and functional diagrams

3.

Which of the following best describes this technician while
troubleshooting the HPIR?

(Take experience into account)

a. Is both slow and inaccurate in diagnosing malfunctions.
b. Works at acceptable rate, but is too inaccurate.

_

___

4.

c.

Is reasonably accurate, but is too slow.

d.

Is satisfactory in both speed and accuracy.

e.

is

superior in both speed and accuracy.

In the blanks below, indicate the technician's level of proficiency
in troubleshooting the IIPIR.
To the
Chassis

To th.e
Piece-Part

No opportunity

to observe
a. Very poor
b.

Below Average

c. Average
d.

Above Average

..

e. Excellent

Ai

Wiring anm Catle
Malfunctions

C.

AFCC
I.

How frequently does this technician perform troubleshooting
on the AFCC?
a. Almost never.
b. Occasionally.
c.

NOTE:

2.

Routinely.

If choice (3) was checked in the precedihg question, omit
questions 2, 3, and 4, and go directly to Part D. If choices
,b) or (c) were checked, answer questions 2, 3, and 4.

Rate the technician's knowledge or proficiency in troubleshooting
the AFCC in the following areas.
(Take experience into account,
and check as many as are appropriate)
Superior

Above
Average

Below
Average

Inferior

a. Ability to locate
piece-parts
b.

Use of Oscilloscope

c.

Use of ,luitimeter

d. Use of special test
equipment
e. Use of schematics
and functional diagrams
3.

..

Which of the following best describes this tech:,ician while
troubleshooting the AFCC?
(Take experience into account)
a.

Is both slow and inaccurate in diagnosing

b. Works at ac_:ptable rate,

-

4.

..

talfunctions.

but is too inaccurate.

c.

Is reasonably accurate,

d.

Is satisfaýztorv" in both speed and accuracy.

e.

Is superior in both speed and accuracy.

but is too slow.

In the blanks below, indicate the technician's level of proficiency
in troutbleshooting the A(F,..

oro r

t'uznit

tO' ubser'. e

a. %c-,, poor

C.

IX-.ilent

v

D.

System Malfunction
When equipment malfunction occurs somewhere in the Battery, how
proficient is this technician in isolating the malfunction to
a major piece of equipment, such as the CWAR, BCC, or interconnecting cables?

i.

Question not applicable to this technician
No opportunity to observe
a. Very poor proficiency
b.

Below average proficiency

c. Average proiciency
d. Above average proficiency
e. Excellent proficiency
2.

Does this man maintain or help maintain any equipment other than
the CWAi, HPiR, and AFCC?
a.
_

Yes,

hie

b. No (omit ney7 question)

What does this tezhnician do on equipment other than the CWAR,
HPIR, and AFCC? (Check as many as are appropriate)

3.

____

a. Daily and/or weekly checks.
b, Troubleshooting.
c.

Serves as an aid to another technician.

VII. TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
the technicia;,'s general
For each of the areas outlined below, indica•
Take
level of capability or knowledge by checking the appropriate blank.
experience into account.
Capnot rate these characteristics
1. General or theoretical knowltdge of equipment function
System

HPIR

C.4AR

A7 CC

a. Not applicable or don't krow
b.

K

Very poor

c.

Below Average

d.

Average

e.

Above Average

..
..

f. Excellent
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'4.

..

2.

Understanding function of electronic circuits
_

No opportunity to observe.

a. Very poor
b.

Below average

c. Average
d.

Above average

e. Excellent
3.

Understanding function of piece-parts
No opportunity to observe.
a.

Very poor understanding

b.

Average understanding

c. Very good understanding
4.

Use of schematic and functional diagrams
opportunity to observe.

___No

a. Very poor

S.

b.

Below average

c.

Average

d.

Above average

e.

Excellent

General understanding of electronics
No opportunity to observe.
a. Very poor
b.

Below average

c.

'"2raye

d.

Above average

e.

txcellent
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6.

Technical vocabulary (knowledge of fundamental electrical and
electronic terms)
No opportunity to observe.

_

a. Very poor
b. Below average
c. Average

d. Above average
e. Excellent

7.

Communication skills (ability to discuss equipment function and
malfunction with other men and superiors)
No opportunity to observe.
a. Very poor
b. Below average
__

c. Average
d. Above average
e.

8.

Excellent

Knowledge of maintenance and supply procedures
No opportunity to observe.
a. Very poor
b.

Below average

c. Average
d. Above average
e. Excellen~t
If you have any additional comments to make concerning this technician,
please write them in the section helow.

When you have completed this questionnaire,
Battalion Commander.
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return it

to your
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